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ABSTRACT 
Railway track inspection system plays a vital role in railway maintenance and it is habitually needed to avoid 

dangerous situations. The abnormalities of the railway tracks are mostly due to Rail crack and misplacements 

of bolts in Railway Track. These are cause due to the vibration in railway track by running trains. Normally 

trained railway employees will manually inspect the railway track by walking along with the track to search for 

visual abnormalities. This system has many faults because of delay, accuracy and objectivities. To prevent such 

scenario, the proposed system will automatically inspect the rail crack, misplaced bolts and deadheaded spikes 

in the railway track. In vision based method camera will be used to capture the video. The proposed system 

captures the video of the track from the vehicle which has camera on the base of the vehicle. This system detects 

the rail cracks and misplaced bolts in the tracks. The system the monitoring and structural condition for railway 

track using vision based method and calibration to search the fault location on the track. The percentages of 

abnormalities are sent to the maintanence vehicle Driver by hardware unit placed on the driver cabin. 
 

Keyword: Railway Track, Abnormalities, Automatic inspection System, Video, Detection, 

Misplaced Bolts. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION  
 

Railway track inspection system is to go through the railway tracks for its component inspection. The failure in 

railway track may leads to extremely large scale accidents. This track defects are the second leading cause of 

accidents on railroad travel. This may leads to the derailment of train from the railway tracks. To maintain 

railroad travel a safety and efficient, railway must inspect their track on periodic basis. The railway track 

consists of rails, ties (sleepers), tie plates and bolts must to be inspected.The railway track maintenance normally 

covers a wide spectrum, ranging from detecting surface cracks in the rail, measuring rail profile and gauge, to 

monitoring the conditions of joint bars, spikes and bolts. However other inspection, like spiking and anchor 

pattern and detecting raised or missing spikes are still manually and visually conducted by railroad track 

inspector. These spikes may be misplaced due to the cause of corrosion, vibration caused from train movement. 

When the bolts come out from its position, they may loosen the rails in railway track which is more dangerous 

to the railroad travel. It may lead the train to derailment from the track. To avoid such situation on the railroad 

travel we going for the system called real time vision based railway inspection system to detect the misplaced 

bolts and spikes in the railway track. 
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Fig No: 1.1 Clamps in Southern Railway Track 

1.1 Goals of The Project 
The main goal of the project is to provide more security to the railway passengers and to protect the loss of 

properties for the railway department by avoiding the derailment of the train. It is used to find the missing bolts 

in the railway track. These missing bolts in the railway track will loosen the rail in the railway track. When 

heavy waited trained goes in high-speed, the track may loosen which leads to the derailment of railcars from the 

track. This derailment happens to both passenger and cargo trains. Accidents in train will leads to a big disaster. 

This is to implement on testing vehicles of the railways by using cameras fixed in the bottom of the 

maintenances vehicles. The video will be taken from the camera and send for the process. The process involves 

the segmentation of the images from camera and applies the algorithm. This detects the bolts and rail cracks in 

the railway track and checks the number of bolts present in the track. If the number of bolts in the tract is less 

than the maximum number of bolts, the ratio is checked and the level of danger is calculated. This displays the 

percentage of bolts present in the railway track. 

 
Fig no: 1.2 Broken Clamps in Railway Track 

1.2 Existing System 
This system is a very important system in railway department to avoid derailment of train because of the 

missing bolts. This system is not implemented all over the world. Moreover Rail crack detection system is much 

familiar and it will be implemented in some of the railroad authorities where railway track bolts detection 

system is notimplemented. In India this process of checking the bolts in railway track is still manually 

happening. This manual process will have many disadvantages. Railway department will provide well trained 

worker for this detection process, but sometimes worker cannot detect the missing bolt because of his 

carelessness and many issues will be created. Sometimes because of field survey, in busy track, there is a 

chance of causing accident by hitting train. To avoid these types of incidents there is a need for automatic 

railway track component detection system. 
 

II. PROPOSED SYSTEM  
 

The video of the railway track is taken and sent to the rail component detection and optimization block. This 

consists of components detections life ties, tie plates, rail cracks and bolt detections. Tie plate detection is the 
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first step in our detection pipeline since it provides information to define the region of interest, in which other 

components can be located. In our current imaging setup, the rail always occupies the upper portion of the 

image and presents a very distinct horizontal dividing line from the rest. On the other hand, when a tie plate is 

present, its bottom edge would present another approximately horizontal line. 

   
 

       Fig 2.1: Overall Architecture of the System               Fig No: 2.2 Steps for Detection 
 

Railway track video is track from the base of maintenance vehicle and sends it to the preprocessing block for 

frame conversion and gray conversion. Gray converted frame is taken for filtering (Anistropic Diffusion Filter) 

processes to remove noise. Enhancement is done based on histogram based processing and CLAH. 

Segmentations of frames are done by Sobel, Prewitt and Canny. Feature classifications are extracted according 

with mean, standard deviation, CNR and SNR. Classifications are done by SVM algorithm which is for 

classifiers. The detecting result is then interfaced with the hardware units which consist of PIC microcontroller 

and LCD display. Result percentage of abnormal bolts is displayed in the LCD display. 
 

2.1 Algorithm 
To ensure safety, railroad companies require different anchor patterns for different rail types. For instance, for 

jointed rail, there should be eight boxed ties per segment, whereas for continuously welded rail, only alternate 

boxed ties are required. By boxed tie, we mean a tie with all four anchors in good condition, Note that, since we 

process the images, we need to constantly check if we have covered a limited track segment. If yes, we perform 

the number comparison and identify any exception; otherwise, we update the counter C and read in the next tie. 

A confidence score will be also measured for every detected exception based on the confidence of anchor 

detection. Note that we continuously perform this inspection for every possible limited segment thus, when a 

new tie moves into this limited segment window, the earliest tie will move out, and the inspection will be kicked 

off again. 
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Fig no: 2.3 Flow of Algorithm                                      Fig no: 3.1 Block Diagram 

 

III. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION  
 

The System is implemented by fixing the field cameras on the bottom of the testing vehicles used in the 

maintenance purpose of the railway department. This field camera can capture the images in the track and send 

that images to the processing system. This processing system involves certain algorithms which will perform 

the detection of ties, tie plates and bolts which present in the railway track to avoid the rails moves in latitudinal 

and longitudinal moves. After detecting the rail components, it checks for exception detection in that. This 

exception detection will detect the number of ties present in the video as well as number of tie plates and bolts 

present in the railway track. This detects the bolts and holes present in the tie plates. This detection gives a 

number of percentages the bolts present in the certain length and whether the track is efficient for train travel or 

not. This alert the railway department maintenance employee team who will replace the bolts on the holes 

present in the tie plates for the certain distance of the track which are tested using this system. 
 

IV. RESULT and DISCUSSION  
 

This inspection system is to detect the bolts in the tie plates to improve efficiency of the railway track. The 

sample image where in this work a set of images where taken as input. Figure 4.1 represents loading video from 

camera.. From this the stages of frames be selected which is shown in Figure 4.2. The final result of the 

algorithm and the alert is shown in Figure 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5. 

                           
Fig 4.1: Loading Video                                Fig 4.2: Selecting Stages of Frames 
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Fig 4.3: Using Winer Filter                                       Fig 4.4: CLAHE Enhanced Image 

 
Fig 4.5: Histogram of Enhanced Image 

 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK  
 

Missing bolts is the vital problem in railway track. When it is predicted, we can prevent the heavy loss of human 

lives and properties. The system is able to detect important rail components with high accuracy and efficiency 

based on visual, location, DMI, and contextual information. We have further discussed anchor exception 

detection at both single tie and compliance levels. This system is implemented and tested with the rail 

component images. The system is tested accordingly and the performance of the system is efficient. The main 

challenge for the system in near future is to improve the current tie detection approaches and the global 

component optimization approach needs to be evaluated on other rail object other than tie plates. Finally need to 

enhance the algorithm with modified imaging system to accommodate a faster and more desirable inspection 

speed. 
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ABSTRACT 
By varying vertical edge to slant edge in a backward step the formation of vortex, reverse flow distance and 

drag force are analyzed in this paper. The backward step model is incremented by 10 degrees like 0, 10, 20 and 

30 degrees. Each step is rotated in anticlockwise direction to make various slant edge step models and flow 

analysis done at Reynolds no.900 and 1350.Step model of 30degrees shows significant effect at two Reynolds 

numbers. 
 

Keywords: Backward Step, Reynolds Number, Vortex, Contours, Pressure Gradient 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

The discovery of boundary layer theory by Ludwig Prandtl in the early twentieth century was the beginning to 

the extensive research on separated Flows. To understand the physics of the separated shear layers and their 

instability mechanisms characteristics of separated flows has to be study.Besides the academic interests, 

knowledge of separated flows can also be applied to many practical applications in automobile and aerospace 

Fuel efficient vehicle design aspects.Developing fuel efficient designs to reduce consumption of the rapidly-

depleting non-renewable resource and minimize greenhouse gas emission. In an aerodynamic perspective, drag 

is considered as one of the major reason for inefficient fuel consumption. There are several types of drag, but in 

this focus will be on the pressure drag created by the separated flows and the ways to minimize it. Controlling 

the flow separation, coherent structure characteristics significant influence on drag characteristics1. These 

aspects of the flow make it important to understand the instabilities and coherent structure characteristics for 

controlling flow to achieve significant drag reduction or lift enhancement. Apart from drag reduction, 

understanding the fluid-structure interactions of these separated shear layer instabilities can be very useful in 

controlling the noise and vibration characteristics of such flows2. 

Various geometries, like rib, fence, and bluff body with a splitter plate, suddenly expanding pipes, forward and 

backward-facing steps, cavities, and bluff bodies with blunt leading edges are taken to be study the flow 

characteristics separated flows due to their instabilities. The backward-facing step is considered by most as the 

ideal canonical separated flow geometry because of its single fixed separation point and the wake dynamics 

unperturbed by the downstream disturbances. An illustration of the wake characteristics behind a backward-

facing step is shown in Figure 1.1 the wake of a backward-facing step has unique features mainly in two 

regions: the free shear layer and the low velocity re-circulating bubble. Due to instabilities, the vortices in the 

shear layer roll up and pair with the adjacent vortices to form larger coherent structure3. These vortices entrain 

fluid from the region below and trigger the recirculation. Due to the adverse pressure gradient in the wake of the 

step the free shear layer reattaches at the bottom wall. 
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Figure 1.1: Backward-Facing Step Flow Features 

For this backward-facing step flow has received a lot of attention over the past decades, and it has also served as 

a test case for numerical methods. Separated recirculating flows appear very often in applications. The flow in 

diffusers as well as over airfoils and obstacles, such as buildings or cars, are examples of these. Flow 

recirculation is also used as an efficient way to stabilize flames in premixed combustion.  

The experimental results show that the various flow regimes are characterized by typical variation of separation 

length with Reynolds number4.Also an additional region of flow separation at the downstream of the step is 

found apart from the primary recirculation region5. Experimental investigation for the flow of Reynolds number 

100 to 8000 shows the size of the reverse flow region is function of the Reynolds number6. 

Very few literatures are found on the analysis of to be flow over a step having expansion ratios as well as 

geometry modifications on step inclinations of same expansion ratios. But in spite of all these efforts there is a 

definite breath of information regarding flow over a backward facing step of different slant edge position. So the 

present work added the extension Knowledge of  back ward facing step flow with different models have 

modification on slant edge orientation over a two different Reynolds number of 900 and 1350. The objective of 

this study is analysis of flow characteristics over a back ward facing steps of different models. 
 

II.COMPUTATIONAL METHODOLOGIES 
 

Computational analysis is carried out to solve a flow field in two-dimensional backward facing steps of different 

models to analyze flow characteristics, and the effect of step inclination on the recirculation of the separated 

flow. Fig. 2.1 shows the different step models of varying inclination. The modeling is done in ‘Gambit’ 

modeling tool for the aforementioned geometries. Pure quadrilateral meshing is used to get structured mesh. The 

following table shows the description of model and meshing details. 

Standard k−ε model is used to predict the flow field Flow past the step involves recirculation (swirl) and the 

effect of swirl on turbulence is included in the Standard model, due to which accuracy of the model further 

increases. A UN steady state based implicit solver is used to achieve convergence. Second-order upwind scheme 

was used for the discretization of all the equations to achieve higher accuracy in results. Velocity-pressure 

coupling is established by pressure-velocity correlation using a PISO algorithm. Under-relaxation factors are 

used for all equation to satisfy Scarborough condition. Residuals are continuously monitored for continuity, x-

velocity, y-velocity, z-velocity, k, and ε. Convergence of the solution is assumed when the values of all residuals 

goes below 10-6 Enhanced  wall treatment  is used to solve for the near wall treatment, as y+ is more than 30 in 

the whole domain. 
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III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
 

Velocity vectors, contours of pressure and velocity and coefficient of drag have taken to analyze the flow over a 

backward step of different models at Reynolds no. 900 and 1350. Vortex size is normalized by dividing vortex 

size to mean hydraulic diameter. Snaps of velocity vectors and contours of pressure and velocity taken for each 

and every model to give detailed view of the flow.  
 

3.1 Flow Over a Backward Facing Step of 00 Model 
Figure 3.1 (a, b, &c) shows the velocity vectors, contours of velocity and pressure at Reynolds no. 900. Figure 

3.2 (a, b, &c) shows the velocity vectors, contours of velocity and pressure at Reynolds no 1350.  

  
    Fig 3.1(a) Velocity vectors         Fig 3.1(b) Velocity contours               Fig 3.1(c) Pressure  contours 

    
Fig 3.2(a) Velocity vectors        Fig 3.2 (b) Velocity contours           Fig 3.2(c) Pressure  contours 

At Reynolds number 900 the step effected zone beside the extreme end of the step has a horizontal distance  of 

39.69mm , maximum height of 20.41mm , behind the plate 4.71 mm and vortex size of 20.23mm and at 

Reynolds no. 1350 step effected zone beside the extreme end of the step has a horizontal distance  of 39.3mm , 

maximum height of 19.87mm , behind the plate 4.12 mm and vortex size of 18.40mm as increase Reynolds 

number  no significant effect is there in this model. No effect shown by this model as increasing the Reynolds 

no. 
 

3.2 Flow Over a Backward Facing Step of 100 Model 
Figure 3.3 (a, b, &c) shows the velocity vectors, contours of velocity and pressure at Reynolds no. 900. Figure 

3.4 (a, b, &c) shows the velocity vectors, contours of velocity and pressure at Reynolds no 1350.  
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Fig 3.3(a) Velocity vectors                       Fig 3.3(b) Velocity contours            Fig 3.3(c) Pressure contours 

 
    Fig 3.4(a) Velocity vectors                   Fig 3.4(b) Velocity contours              Fig 3.4(c) Pressure contours 

At Reynolds number 900 the step effected zone beside the extreme end of the step has a horizontal distance  of 

37.50 mm , maximum height of 19.39 mm , behind the plate 4.09 mm and vortex size of 23 mm . At Reynolds 

number 1350 the step effected zone beside the extreme end of the step has a horizontal distance  of 46.31 mm , 

maximum height of 20.78 mm , behind the plate 2.89 mm and vortex size of 21.42mm. As increase in Reynolds 

number this model shown significant effect in flow past from the model. 
 

3.3 Flow Over a Backward Facing Step of 200 Model 
Figure 3.5 (a, b, &c) shows the velocity vectors, contours of velocity and pressure at Reynolds no. 900. Figure 

3.6 (a, b, &c) shows the velocity vectors, contours of velocity and pressure at Reynolds no 1350.  

 
Fig 3.5(a) Velocity vectors                        Fig 3.5(b) Velocity contours               Fig 3.5(c) Pressure  contours              

 
Fig 3.6(a) Velocity vectors                   Fig 3.6(b) Velocity contours                Fig 3.6(c) Pressure contours 

At Reynolds number 900 the step effected zone beside the extreme end of the step has a horizontal distance  of 

34.02 mm , maximum height of 17.75 mm , behind the plate 2.95 mm and vortex size of 25mm. At Reynolds 
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number 1350 the step effected zone beside the extreme end of the step has a horizontal distance  of 44.26 mm , 

maximum height of 15.30 mm , behind the plate 2.73 mm and vortex size of 18.96mm. . As increase in 

Reynolds number this model shown significant effect in flow past from the model. 
 

3.3 Flow Over a Backward Facing Step of 300 Model 
Figure 3.7 (a, b, &c) shows the velocity vectors, contours of velocity and pressure at Reynolds no 900. Figure 

3.8 (a, b, &c) shows the velocity vectors, contours of velocity and pressure at Reynolds no 1350. 

   
    Fig 3.7(a) Velocity vectors            Fig 3.7(b) Velocity contours             Fig 3.7 (c) Pressure  contours 

 

    
       Fig 3.8(a) Velocity vectors    Fig 3.8(b) Velocity contours        Fig 3.8 (c) Pressure  contours 
At Reynolds number 900 the step effected zone beside the extreme end of the step has a horizontal distance  of 

39.69  mm , maximum height of 20.41 mm , behind the plate 24.71  mm and vortex size of 25.75mm. At 

Reynolds number 1350 the step effected zone beside the extreme end of the step has a horizontal distance  of 

39.30 mm , maximum height of 19.87 mm , behind the plate 4.12 mm and vortex size of 21.25 mm. . As 

increase in Reynolds number this model shown significant effect in flow past from the model in reverse manner. 
 

3.4 Effect of Coefficient of Drag 
The fig 3.9 shows the plot of Coefficient of drag at Reynolds number 900of different models. The model of 100 

has highest drag and model of 300 has lowest drag at starting flow time. As flow time increases all the models as 

show almost same co efficient drag of 30. 
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Fig 3.9 Plot of Coefficient drag w.r.to Flow time. 

 

3.5 Effect of Coefficient of Drag 

The fig 3.9 shows the graph of Normalized vortex size to the different models at different Reynolds numbers. 

As the Reynolds number increase vortex size is reducing. And step model of 200 has show significant effect 

comared to rest of models as increasing Reynolds number. 

 
Fig 3.9 Graph of Normalized Vortex Size to Different Models 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 
Back ward facing step Models of different orientation has show significant effects at two different Reynolds 

number. Comparison has to done on different models at same Reynolds number and Flow analysis on a model at 

two different flows. 
 

4.1 Flow Analysis at Different Reynolds Number 
Back ward facing step model 00 has no significant effect on flows at two Reynolds numbers. Back ward facing 

step model 300 has significant effects on flows at two Reynolds numbers compared to the other models. Has 

Reynolds number increases all the rest models have less effect with increase in Reynolds number. The 

maximum effect zone on vertical direction is shown by step model of 300, and minimum effect zone on vertical 

direction is shown by step model of 200. 
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4.2 Flow analysis of different Step Models: 
At Reynolds number 900 except Step 300 model rest of all models shows almost same flow behavior. Step 300 

has significant effect on flow at this Reynolds number. At Reynolds number 1350 the 100 step model has 

significant effect compared to the other models. Step model of  300 has highest vortex size at two different 

Reynolds numbers. 
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ABSTRACT 
Within most industry segments, significant financial losses may be incurred due to accelerated wear of various 

components. In order to minimize the effects of mechanical wear and extend product life, thermal spray coating 

solutions introduced into production and is further developing them to meet even more demanding wear 

applications. Applying coatings using thermal spray is an established industrial method for resurfacing metal 

parts. The process is characterized by simultaneously melting and transporting sprayed materials, usually metal 

or ceramics, onto parts. Failure of mechanical components due to wear is the most common and unavoidable 

problem mechanical processing industries. It not only affects the life of a component but also reduces its 

performances Therefore due to large economic losses associated with wear; this problem has attracted the 

attention of the researchers worldwide. In this study Al2O3 , Al2O3-3TiO2 and Al2O3-13TiO2 coatings were 

prepared on grade of cast iron (grey iron grade 250). The samples are investigated through standard procedure 

of pin-on-disk tests. The samples were weighed before and after the test. And the results of coated samples were 

compared with the uncoated samples. 
 

Keywords: Wear, Grey Cast Iron, Coating, Detonation Gun, Test. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

The surface characteristics of engineering materials have a significant effect on the serviceability and life of a 

component, thus cannot be neglected in design. As described by Halling (1985), .Surface engineering can be 

defined as the branch of science that deals with methods for achieving the desired surface requirements and their 

behavior 

in service for engineering components [1]. Engineering environments are normally complex, combining loading 

with chemical and physical degradation to the surface of the component. Surface wear damage is a phenomenon 

which effects how a component will last in service. An example of a component working in an aggressive 

environment is a cutting tool used in machining processes. The tool experiences high loads, high speeds and 

friction and, as a consequence, high temperatures. These factors lead to surface wear of the component. 

Lubrication in tribological applications reduces friction and wear, however conventional liquid lubricants fail 

under extreme conditions, namely low pressure, oxidative or corrosive environments, high speeds and high 

loads. Surface coatings can help deal with these circumstances. Improving the tool surface, not only improves 
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the life of the tool, but also improves the surface finish of the machined part. Environmental degradation of the 

surface phase over time can be caused by wear, corrosion, fatigue and creep [2]. 
 

1.1 Wear 
According to the German DIN standard 50 320, “the progressive loss of material from the surfaces of contacting 

body as a result of mechanical causes” , i.e., by contact and relative motion of a solid, fluid or gaseous counter 

body. Signs of wear are small detached wear particles, material removal from one friction body to the other, and 

material and shape changes of the tribologically loaded material zone of one or both friction partners. The wear 

is the loss of material and is expressed in terms of volume. Wear is a process of removal of material from one or 

both of two solid surfaces in solid state contact, occurring when two solid surfaces are in sliding or rolling 

motion together according to Bhushan and Gupta (1991). The rate of removal is generally slow, but steady and 

continuous. Wear processes can be classified into different types according to the type of tribological load and 

the materials involved, e.g., sliding wear, fretting wear, abrasive wear, and material cavitation. Wear is the 

gradual removal of material obtained at contacting surfaces in relative motion. While friction results in 

important energy losses, wear is associated with increased maintenance costs and costly machine downtime. 

Wear is caused due to many factors but friction is most important of them. Few more causes for occurrence of 

wear can be: Improper component design, Excessive Pressure, Contact area, Inadequate Lubrication, 

Environment, Material properties. Wear is caused by a number of mechanisms, the following four being 

especially important: (1) Surface fatigue (2) Abrasion (3) Adhesion (4) Tribochemical reaction  More recently, 

experiments and testing on coated materials have occurred 

And some standardized, and experimental test equipment has been produced to meet specifications on wear 

resistance. To reduce the wear problem, wear resistant coatings are deposited on the grey cast irons. Standard 

test methods such as pin-on-disc are used extensively to simulate rubbing action in which plastic yielding occurs 

at the tip of individual asperities. With pin-on disc apparatus are employed to study the wear behavior of the 

uncoated and coated grey irons as well. Thermal spray processes that have been considered to deposit the 

coatings are enlisted as: (1) Flame spraying with a powder or wire, (2) Electric arc wire spraying, (3) Plasma 

spraying, (4) Spray and fuse, (5) High Velocity Oxyfuel (HVOF) spraying, (6) Detonation Gun. Among the 

commercially available thermal spray coating techniques, detonation spray (DS) is chosen to get hard, dense and 

consequently wear resistant coatings. 
 

1.2. Detonation Gun Spraying Process 
In detonation Gun spraying Process, as shown in (figure 1), a mixture of spray material, acetylene and oxygen is 

injected into the detonation chamber. A precisely measured quantity of the combustion mixture consisting of 

oxygen and acetylene is fed through a tubular barrel closed at one end. In order to prevent the possible back firing 

a blanket of nitrogen gas is allowed to cover the gas inlets. Simultaneously, a predetermined quantity of the 

coating powder is fed into the combustion chamber. The gas mixture inside the chamber is ignited by a simple 

spark plug. The combustion of the gas mixture generates high pressure shock waves detonation wave), which 

then propagate through the gas stream. Depending upon the ratio of the combustion gases, the temperature of the 

hot gas stream can go up to 4000 deg C and the velocity of the shock wave can reach 3500m/sec. The hot gases 

generated in the detonation chamber travel down the barrel at a high velocity and in the process heat the particles 

to a plasticizing stage (only skin melting of particle) and also accelerate the particles to a velocity of 1200m/sec. 
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These particles then come out of the barrel and impact the component held by the manipulator to form a coating. 

The high kinetic energy of the hot powder particles on impact with the substrate result in a buildup of a very 

dense and strong coating. The coating thickness developed on the work piece per shot depends on the ratio of 

combustion gases, powder particle, size carrier gas flow rate, frequency and distance between the barrel end and 

the substrate Depending on the required coating thickness and the type of coating material the detonation 

spraying cycle can be repeated at the rate of 1-10 shots per second [3]. The chamber is finally flushed with 

nitrogen again to remove all the remaining “hot” powder particles from the chamber as these can otherwise 

detonate the explosive mixture in an irregular fashion and render the whole process uncontrollable. With this, one 

detonation cycle is completed above procedure is repeated at a particular frequency until the required thickness of 

coating is deposited. 

 
Figure.1 Detonation Gun process 

The chamber is finally flushed with nitrogen again to remove all the remaining “hot” powder particles from the 

chamber as these can otherwise detonate the explosive mixture in an irregular fashion and render the whole 

process uncontrollable. With this, one detonation cycle is completed above procedure is repeated at a particular 

frequency until the required thickness of coating is deposited [4]. 
 

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
 

Samples of cylindrical shape, with diameter 8mm and length 30mm were casted with the component of GI250. 

The grinding of end faces (to be coated) of the pins is done using emery papers and grinding was followed by 

polishing with 1/0, 2/0, 3/0 and 4/0 grades polishing papers. Three types of coating powders namely (1) Al2O3  

(2) Al2O3-3TiO2  (3) Al2O3-13TiO2  are selected for Detonation Spray Coating Process after the literature survey. 

Powder Al2O3 , Al2O3-3TiO2 and Al2O3-13TiO2 form hard dense and excellent bonded coatings on the samples. 

The wear tests were performed in a machine (Wear and Friction Monitor Tester TR-201) conforming to ASTM 

G 99 standard. The wear tests for coated as well as uncoated specimens were conducted under three normal 

loads of 30 N, 40 N and 50 N and a fixed sliding velocity of 1 m/s. A track diameter of D=40 mm, sliding speed 

v=1 m/s is kept. Wear tests have been carried out for a total sliding distance of 5400 m ( 6 cycles of 5min, 5min, 

10min, 10min, 20min, 40min duration). Weight losses for pins were measured after each cycle to determine the 

wear loss. The coefficient of friction has been determined from the friction force and the normal loads in all the 

cases. The results of coating volume loss are reported. 
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 Comparative Wear Behavior for two coatings 
The comparison of wear loss for the coatings; Al2O3 , Al2O3-3TiO2 and Al2O3-13TiO2 on GI250 at 30N, 40N, 

and 50N is as shown in Figure 2. From the bar chart it is clear that Al2O3-13TiO2 shows minimum CVL as 

compared to Al2O3 and Al2O3-3TiO2 coating. CVL for Al2O3-13TiO2 is least at all the three normal loads of 

30N, 40N, 50N, whereas highest CVL is found to be in bare GI250 substrate. CVL for all three detonation 

sprayed coatings is less than that to found in the in bare GI250. The CVL for all the four substrate in increasing 

order can be given as Bare GI250 > Al2O3 > Al2O3-3TiO2 > Al2O3-13TiO2 Which means that Al2O3-13TiO2 

coated substrate is most wear resistant among the four substrates and bare GI250  substrate is least wear 

resistant. The difference in CVL of  Al2O3 , Al2O3-3TiO2 and Al2O3-13TiO2  coatings is not much but still 

Al2O3-13TiO2 proves to be better wear resistant among the three at all three loads. 

 
Figure 2: Cumulative Volume loss (mm3) in one cycle for D-gun sprayed coatings and bare 

GI250 At 30N, 40N and 50N 
 

IV. CONCLUSION 
 

[1] Based upon experimental results obtained in the present work, the following conclusions have been 

drawn: 

[2] Detonation Sprayed  Al2O3,  Al2O3-3TiO2 and  Al2O3-13TiO2 coatings have successfully been 

deposited on GI250 grade of grey cast iron. 

[3] The detonation sprayed  Al2O3  , Al2O3-3TiO2  and  Al2O3-13TiO2 coated GI250 specimens showed 

significantly lower cumulative volume loss as compared to bare GI250 material. 

[4] Cumulative Volume loss for detonation sprayed Al2O3 , Al2O3-3TiO2  & Al2O3-13TiO2 coated as well 

as bare GI250 specimens increases with increase in load. 

[5] The Cumulative Volume loss for Al2O3-13TiO2 coating was observed to be minimum in the present 

study. 

[6] The Al2O3-13TiO2 coating substrate combination has shown minimum Cumulative Volume loss among 

all the combinations. The wear resistance for coating–substrate combination in their Increasing order 

(at 50N) is Al2O3-13TiO2 > Al2O3-3TiO2  > Al2O3 > Bare GI250 
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ABSTRACT 
Edge detection is basically a method an image to identifying and locating sharp discontinuities. Edge detection 

removes noise and filters out useless information while preserving the essential structural properties in an 

image. This paper introduces a classification of most commonly used algorithms for edge detection, namely 

Robert, Prewitt, Sobel, Laplacian of Gaussian and Canny. Upon this assessment, an edge detection method can 

be characterize boundaries of object and are useful features for object identification, registration and 

segmentation for further analysis and implementation. It has been shown that the Canny edge detection 

algorithm performs better compare to all operators under almost all scenarios. 
 

Keywords: Edge Detection, Image Processing, Laplacian of Gaussian, Robert, Prewitt, Sobel, 

Canny Edge Detection. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Digital image is composed of a finite number of elements, in which each element has a special value or position. 

These elements are cited to as picture elements, and pixels [1]. In Digital Image processing the form of input 

and output an image or a set of characteristics or parameters related to the image [1] Edge also defined in terms 

of binary images as the black pixels with one nearest white neighbor [2]. Edges include big amount of important 

data related to an image. The changes in pixel gray level describe the boundaries of objects in a picture [2]. The 

main areas in image processing likes Feature detection and Feature extraction in which edge detection is used as 

a basic tool. Image edge detection trades with drawing out of edges in an image by recognizing high gray level 

variations in the pixels. This action determines out lines of an object and background of the image [2]. Detection 

of edge helps in image reconstruction, data compression, and segmentation for an image [2, 3]. Variables 

convoluted for selection of an edge detection operator include edge coordination, noise environment and edge 

structure [4, 5]. Edge detection is challenging in noisy images, since both the noise and the edges contain high 

frequency concentrate.  

     
Figure 1 Typical Edge Profiles 
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Efforts to decrease the noise consequence are blurred and limited edges [6]. Edge detection is used mainly to 

extract the data about the image e.g. image enhancement and location of object present in the image, and image 

sharpening and also their shape, size. Depending upon variation of gray level various types of edges are shown 

in Figure 1. 
Traditional methods of edge detection involves the image with an operator, which is made to be subtle to large 

gradients  while returning values of zero in uniform region in an image. 
 

1.1 Different Edge Detection Classification 
Edge detection makes use of different operators to detect changes in the gradients of the gray levels. It is divided 

into two main classes 

 
Figure 2 Types of Edge Detector 

1.2  Edge Detection Flow Chart 

 
Figure 3 Flow chart for edge detection
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1.3 Algorithm for Edge Detection 
Step 1-Take a color image. 

Step 2-Smoothing: Annihilate as adequate noise as accessible, without wrecking genuine edges. 

Step 3- Enhancement: the quality of edges is enhanced by applying differentiation. 

Step 4- Threshold: Apply edge magnitude threshold to determine which edge pixels should be retained and 

which should be discarded as noise. 

Step 5- Localization: Ascertain the postulate edge bearings. 

Step 6- Evaluation with the algorithms. 

Step 7- Get the image after edge disclosure. 
 

II. APPROACHES OF EDGE DETECTION 
 

The course for edge detection is classified into two classes; first approach is gradient based and second approach 

is Laplacian based [10, 11]. In gradient based edges are detected by taking gradient. It calculates strength of 

edge by computing the gradient amplitude, and then looking for local directional maxima of the gradient 

amplitude using a computed estimate of the local orientation of the edge, normally the gradient direction [10, 

11]. In laplacian based approaches, edges are found by searching for zero crossings in a second-order derivative 

expression computed from the image, usually the zero-crossings of the Laplacian or the zero-crossings of a non-

linear differential expression.  
 

2.1 Edge Detection Based on Gradient Operator  
 

The gradient operators masks in digital images which calculate finite intensities of either horizontal or vertical 

directions [2]. The edge is the place where image gray value changes efficiently, so to find out for the maximum 

and minimum values in the gradient of the image [7, 10] and gradient operator used widely [11]. First-order 

derivatives in image processing are implemented using the amplitude of the gradient. For a function f(x, y), the 

differential of ‘f’ at coordinates (x, y) is denoted [12] as the two dimensional column vector 

 
The quantity ∆f is known as the gradient of a vector. With the help of vector assessment it can be observed that 

the gradient vector is directing in the direction of maximum rate of change at (x, y) coordinates. The vector sum 

of these two gradients is assumed to be taken as the magnitude of the gradient and the angle represents the 

gradient angle. Magnitude of vector Δf , denoted as M(x, y): 

 

 
To simplify computation, this quantity is approximated sometimes by omitting the square root operation 

 
Or by using absolute values, 
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The direction of the gradient is given as: 

 
Here the angle is measured with reference to x-axis. The direction of the edge at any point is perpendicular to 

the direction of the gradient at that point. 

In a 2D image the [13] gradient is given as: 

 
And 
 

 
In this edge detection approach the edges are understood high gradient pixels. A derivative of gray level at some 

direction given by the angle of the gradient vector is beheld at edge pixels. Let Figure 4, denotes the intensities 

of image points in a 3x3 region. The center point z5 denotes f(x, y) at subjective location (x, y) [1]. 

Z1 Z2 Z3 

Z4 Z5 Z6 

Z7 Z8 Z9 
 

Figure 4 Intensities of image points in a 3x3 region [1] 

Here intensities Z1 denotes f(x-1, y-1), Z2 denotes (x-1, y), Z3 denotes (x-1, y+1), Z4 denotes (x, y-1), Z6 denotes 

(x, y+1), Z7 denotes (x+1, y-1), Z8 denotes (x+1, y), Z9 denotes (x+1, y+1) [1]. 

An edge pixel is determined using two crucial features [10, 14]. 

· In which edge strength is equal to the magnitude of the gradient. 

· In which edge direction is equal to the angle of the gradient. 

In the process step, we will learn gradient based Roberts edge detector, Prewitt edge detector and Sobel edge 

detector, Laplacian of Gaussian detector. 
 

2.2 Robert Detector 
The Roberts cross operator provides a simple proximity of 2 × 2 mask 

 

Gx= 

 
Figure 5 Convolution masks for Roberts operator [1] 

The two masks can be applied separately for the horizontal and vertical edges on the image, results in separate 

analysis of the two gradient components Gx and Gy in the directions, perpendicular and parallel, is determined 

respectively [1]: 

 

 
Masks of even sizes are awkward to implement because they do not have a center of symmetry [1]. Further 

equation above can be written as given below 

 

-1 0 

0 1 

0 -1 

1 0 
Gy=
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The gradient magnitude is given by: 

 
The approximate magnitude is given by: 

 
Here Gx and Gy are calculated using the masks shown in Figure 4. The angle of orientation of the edge (relative 

to the pixel grid) giving rise to the spatial gradient is given by 

 
The differences are to be intended at the interpolated point [i + 1/2, j + 1/2]. The Roberts operator is a proximity 

to the ceaseless gradient at this interpolated point and not at the point [i, j] as might be apprehend [14, 15]. The 

smallest filter mask in which we are interested are of size 3x3. 
 

2.3 Prewitt Detector  
The prewitt operator uses the same equations as the Sobel operator, other than the constant c =1. Therefore the 

convolution masks for the horizontal and vertical edges for the Prewitt operator shown in Figure 6 

 

Figure 6 Mask for Prewitt Operators [7] 
The Prewitt filter is corresponding to Sobel filter. Note that, contrary the Sobel operator, this operator does not 

place any prominence on pixels that are closer to the center of the masks [14].Classical operators are simple in 

which detection of edges & their orientation are possible but classical operators are sensitive to noise, and are in 

accurate. 
 

2.3 Sobel Detector 
The Sobel detector is one of the most frequently used in edge detection [16]. Sobel edge detection can be 

implemented by filtering an image with left mask or kernel. Filter the image again with the other mask. After 

this square of the pixels values of each filtered image. Now add the two results and compute their root. The 3 × 

3convolution masks for the Sobel based operator for the horizontal and vertical edges as shown in Figure 7 [1] 
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Figure 7 Convolution Masks for the Sobel Operator [1, 7] 

The difference is  taken between the 3rd and 1st rows of 3x3image region is implemented by the left mask of 

figure 6approximates the partial derivative in x-direction. The difference between the 3rd and 1st columns in the 

other mask approximates the derivative in y direction [1]. 

Here the partial derivatives are to be intended by 

 
With the constant c = 2. Further above equation can be written as given below 

 
and 

 
The magnitude of the gradient computed by 

 
The angle of orientation of the edge giving boost to the spatial gradient is given by 

 
2.4 Edge Detection Based on Laplacian Detection 
To find edges the Laplacian method searches for zero crossings in the second derivative of the image. The 

gradient operator as presented earlier is anisotropic, i.e., they are rotation invariant [13]. An isotropic operator is 

one which before and after the resultant image is having no effect on the image. However, calculating 2nd 

derivative is very sensitive to noise. Before edge detection, this noise should be filtered out. To accomplish this, 

“Laplacian of Gaussian” is used [14]. 
 

III. LAPLACIAN OF GAUSSIAN 
 

Laplacian of gaussian is also known as Marr-Hildreth Edge Detector. Laplacian of Gaussian function is referred 

to as LoG. 
In this approach, firstly noise is condensed by involving the image with a Gaussian filter. After that isolated 

noise points from the image information and small structures are filtered out with smoothing. Those pixels, that 

have locally maximum gradient, are contemplated as edges by the edge detector in which zero crossings of the 

second derivative are used. Only the zero crossings, whose corresponding first derivative is above some 

threshold, are selected as edge point in order to avoid detection of irrelevant edges. By using the direction in 

which zero crossing occurs we can obtain the edge direction [14]. The 2-D LoG function centred on zero and 

with Gaussian standard deviation ó has the form 

Gy=
 

 

Gx 
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A three dimensional plot given by the LOG Function is shown in Figure  

 
Figure 8 2-D Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG) function [7] 

Unlike the Sobel edge detector, the Laplacian edge detector uses only one mask. It can compute second order 

derivatives in a one pass. The mask used for it is shown in Figure 9. 

 
Figure 9 Three Commonly Used Discrete Approximation to the Laplacian Filter [7] 

 
Figure 10 

3.1 Detection Using Roberts 
The Roberts approach finds edges using the Roberts approximation to the gradient. It returns edges where the 

gradient of the image is maximum at those points. Results of applying this filter to Figure 10 are displayed in 

Figure 11. 

 
Figure 11: Roberts edge of Figure 10 

3.2 Detection Using Prewitt Filter 
The Prewitt approach finds edges using the Prewitt approximation to the derivative. It returns edges where the 

gradient of the image is maximum at those points. Results of applying this filter to Figure 10 are displayed in 

Figure 12 
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Figure 12: Prewitt edge map of Figure 10 

3.3 Detection Using Sobel Filter 
As mentioned before, the Sobel approach finds edges using the Sobel approximation to the derivative. It returns 

edges where the gradient of the image is maximum at those points. Figure 13 displays the results of applying the 

Sobel approach to the image of Figure 10 

 
Figure 13: Sobel edge of Figure 10 

3.4 Detection Using Laplacian of Gaussian 
The Laplacian of Gaussian approach finds edges after filtering the image with the Laplacian of Gaussian filter 

by looking for zero crossings. The edge map is shown in Figure 14 

 
Figure 14: Laplacian of Gaussian edge of Figure 10 

3.5 Detection Using Canny Approach 
The Canny approach finds edges by looking for localmaxima of the gradient of the image. The gradient is 

calculated using the gradient of the Gaussian filter. The approach uses two thresholds to detect strong and weak 

edges, and includes the weak edges in the output only if they are associated to strong edges. This approach is 

therefore less likely than the others to be "fooled" by noise, and more likely to detect true weak edges. In figure 

15 illustrates these points where are the result of applying this approach to the image of Figure 10 

 
Figure 15: Canny edge of Figure 10 
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IV. CONCLUSION 
 

In this paper, we have analyzed the behavior of edge detection capability for images using zero crossing 

operators and gradient operator. The approaches are useful to the whole image. No specific surface or form is 

specified. The objective is to investigate the effect of the various approaches applied in finding a representation 

for the image under various approach studies. On visual perception, it can be shown clearly that the Roberts 

Prewitt and Sobel, provide low quality edge relative to the others. A representation of the image also be 

obtained using the Canny and Laplacian of Gaussian approaches. Among the various approaches investigated, 

the Canny process is capable to detect both weak and strong edges, and seems to be more suitable than the 

Laplacian of Gaussian. A statistical analysis of the performance gives a robust conclusion of an image. 
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ABSTRACT 
The man is called intelligent because of brain. Today we are developed because  we  can  think, and other 

animals can”t do. But we loss  the knowledge of a brain when the body is destroyed after the death of man. That 

knowledge might have been used for the development of the human society. What happen if we create a brain 

and up load the contents of natural brain into it. “Blue brain” –The  name  of  the world’s  first   brain. That 

means a machine that can function as human brain. This  paper  define a technology an artificial brain that can 

think, response, take decision, and keep anything in memory. The main aim is to upload human brain into 

machine. So that man can think, take decision without any effort. After the death of the body, the virtual brain 

will act as the man .So, even after the death of a person we will not loose the knowledge, intelligence, 

personalities, feelings and memories of that man that can be used for the development of the human society. 
 

Keywords:  Blue Gene Supercomputer, Nanobotes, Neurons, Sensory System. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Human brain is the most valuable creation of  God. The man is intelligent because of the brain.  It is complex 

than  any circuitry in the world. So, question may arise “is it really possible to create a human brain?” The 

answer is “Yes”. Because what ever man has created today always he has followed the nature. But today it is 

possible due to the technology. The Blue Brain System is an attempt to reverse engineer the human brain and  

recreate it at the cellular level inside a computer simulation. The project was founded in May 2005 by Henry 

Markram at the EPFL in Lausanne, Switzerland.Goals of the project are to gain a complete understanding of the 

brain and  to enable better and faster development of brain disease treatments. The research involves studying 

slices of living brain tissue using microscopes and patch clamp electrodes.  Data is collected about all the many 

different neuron types. This data is used to build biologically realistic models of neurons and networks of 

neurons in the cerebral cortex. The simulations are carried out on a Blue Gene supercomputer built by IBM, 

hence the name "Blue Brain". The simulation software is based on Michael Hines's NEURON, together  with 

other custom-built components. As of August 2012 the largest simulations are of micro circuits containing 

around 100 cortical columns such simulations involve approximately 1 million neurons and 1 billion synapses. 

A full  human  brain simulation (86 billion neurons) should be possible by 2023 provided sufficient funding  is 

received. 
 

II. WHAT IS BLUE BRAIN OR VIRTUAL BRAIN? 
 

The IBM is now developing a virtual brain known as the Blue brain. It would be the world’s first virtual brain. 

Within 30 years, we will be able to scan ourselves into the computers. We can say it as Virtual Brain i.e. an 

artificial brain, which is not actually a natural brain, but can act as a brain. It can  think  like brain, take 

decisions based  on  the past experience, and respond as a natural brain. It is possible by using a super computer, 
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with a huge amount of storage capacity, processing power and an interface between the human brain and 

artificial one. Through this interface the data stored in the natural brain can be up loaded into the computer. So 

the brain and the knowledge, intelligence of anyone can be kept and used for ever, even after the death of the 

person. 
 

III. WHY WE NEED BLUE BRAIN? 
 

Today we are developed  because of our intelligence. Intelligence is the in born quality that cannot be created 

.Some people have this quality, so that they can think up to such an extent where other cannot reach. Human 

society is always in need of such intelligence and such an intelligent brain to have with. But the intelligence is 

lost along with the body after the death. The virtual brain is a solution to it. The brain and intelligence will be 

alive even after the death. We often face difficulties in remembering things such as people names, their 

birthdays, and the spellings of words, proper grammar,  important dates, history facts, and etcetera. In the busy 

life everyone wants to be relaxed. Can’t we use any machine to assist for all these? Virtual brain may be a better 

solution for it. What will happen if we upload  ourselves into computer, we were simply aware of a computer, or 

maybe, what will happen if we lived in a computer as a program? 
 

IV. HOW IT IS POSSIBLE? 
 

First, it is helpful to describe the basic manners in which a person may be uploaded into a computer. Raymond  

Kurzweil recently provided an interesting paper on this topic. In it, he describes both invasive and non-invasive 

techniques. The most promising is the use of very small robots, or  nanobots. These robots will be small enough 

to travel throughout our circulatory systems. Travelling  into the spine and brain, they will be able to monitor the 

activity and structure of our central nervous system. They will be able to provide an interface with computers 

that is as close as our mind can be while we still reside in our biological form. Nanobots  could also carefully 

scan the structure of our brain, providing a complete readout of the connections between each neuron. They 

would also record the current state of the brain. This information, when entered  into a computer, could then 

continue to function like us. All that is required is a computer with large enough storage space and  processing  

power. But we have to now think technically. We  need  not know   how the brain actually functions, to transfer 

it to a  computer. We need only know  the media and contents. Henry Markram, director of the Blue Brain 

Project, says we are ten years away from a functional artificial  human brain. Reconstructing the brain piece by 

piece and building a virtual brain in a supercomputer—these are some of the goals of the Blue Brain Project.  
 

V. FUNCTIONING OF HUMAN BRAIN 
 

The human ability to feel, interpret and even see is controlled, in computer like calculations, by the magical 

nervous system. Yes the nervous system is quite like magic because we can’t see it, but its working through 

electric impulses through your body. One of the world’s most "intricately organized" electron mechanisms is the 

nervous system. Not even engineers have  come  close for making circuit boards and computers as delicate and 

precise as the nervous system. To understand  this system, one  has to know the three simple functions that it 

puts into action: sensory input, integration, motor output. 
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5.1 Sensory Input 
When our eyes see something or our hands touch a warm  surface, the sensory cells, also known as Neurons, 

send a message straight to your brain. This action of getting information from your surrounding environment is 

called sensory input because we are putting things in your brain by way of your senses. 
 

5.2. Integration 
Integration is best known as the interpretation of things we have felt, tasted, and touched with our sensory cells, 

also known as neurons, into responses that the body recognizes. This process is all accomplished in the brain 

where many neurons work together to understand  the environment. 
 

5.3 Motor Output 
Once our brain has interpreted all that we  have  learned, either by touching, tasting, or using any other sense, 

then our brain sends a message through neurons to effecter cells, muscle or gland cells, which actually work to 

perform our  requests and act upon the environment. How  we see, hear, feel, smell, and take decision. 
 

VI. BRAIN SIMULATION 
 

Table 1: Comparison Between Natural and Simulated Brain 
Natural Brain      Simulated Brain 

INPUT 

In the nervous system in our body the neurons are 

responsible for the message passing. The body 

receives 

the input by sensory cells. This sensory cell produces 

electric impulses which are received by neurons. The 

neurons transfer these electric impulses to the brain. 

INPUT 

In a similar way the artificial nervous system can be 

created. The scientist has created artificial neurons by 

replacing them with the silicon chip. It has also been 

tested that these neurons can receive the input from the 

sensory cells. So, the electric impulses from the 

sensory 

cells can be received through these artificial neurons. 

INTERPRETATION 

The electric impulses received by the brain from 

neurons are interpreted in the brain. The interpretation 

in the brain is accomplished by means of certain states 

of many neurons. 

INTERPRETATION 

The interpretation of the electric impulses received by 

the artificial neuron can be done by means of registers. 

The different values in these register will represent 

different states of brain. 

OUTPUT 

Based on the states of the neurons the brain sends the 

electric impulses representing the responses which are 

further received by sensory cell of our body to respond 

neurons in the brain at that time. 

OUTPUT 

Similarly based on the states of the register the output 

signal can be given to the artificial neurons in the body 

which will be received by the sensory cell. 

MEMORY 

There are certain neurons in our brain which represent 

certain states permanently. When required, this state is 

represented by our brain and we can remember the 

MEMORY 

It is not impossible to store the data permanently by 

using the secondary memory. In the similar way the 

required states of the registers can be stored 
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past 

things. To remember things we force the neurons to 

represent certain states of the brain permanently or for 

any interesting or serious matter this is happened 

implicitly. 

permanently and when required these information  can 

be received and used. 

PROCESSING 

When we take decision, think about something, or 

make 

any computation, logical and arithmetic computations 

are done in our neural circuitry. The past experience 

stored and the current inputs received are used and the 

states of certain neurons are changed to give the 

output. 

PROCESSING 

In the similar way the decision making can be done by 

the computer by using some stored states and the 

received input and the performing some arithmetic and 

logical calculations. 

 

6.1 Neuron 

 
Figure 1 NEURON Cell Builder Window 

The primary software used by the BBP for neural simulations is a package called NEURON. This was 

developed starting in the 1990s by Michael Hines at Yale University and John Moore at Duke University. It is 

written in C, C++, and FORTRAN. The software continues to be under active development and, as of July 2012, 

is currently at version  7.2. It is free and open source software, both the code and the binaries are freely available 

on the website. Michael Hines and the BBP team collaborated in 2005 to port the package to the massively 

parallel Blue Gene supercomputer. 
 

6.2 Workflow of Neuron 
The simulation step involves synthesizing virtual cells using the algorithms that were found to describe real 

neurons. The algorithms and parameters are adjusted for the age, species, and disease stage of the animal being 

simulated. Every single protein is simulated, and there are about a billion of these in one cell. First a network 

skeleton is built from all the different kinds of synthesized neurons. Then the cells are connected  together 

according to the rules that have been found experimentally. Finally the neurons are functionalized and the 
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simulation brought to life.  A basic unit of the cerebral cortex is the cortical column. Each column can be 

mapped to one function, e.g. in rats one column is devoted to each whisker. A rat cortical column has about 

10,000 neurons and is about the size of a pinhead. The latest simulations, as of November 2011, contain about 

100 columns, 1 million neurons, and 1 billion synapses. Techniques are being developed for multiscale 

simulation whereby active parts of the brain are simulated in great detail while quiescent parts are not so 

detailed. The simulations reproduce observations that are seen in living neurons.  The plan is to build a 

generalized simulation tool, one that makes it easy to build circuits. There are also plans to couple the brain 

simulations to avatars living in a virtual environment, and eventually also to robots interacting with the real 

world. The ultimate aim is to be able to understand and reproduce human consciousness. 
 

6.3 Bbp-Sdk 
The BBP-SDK (Blue Brain Project - Software Development Kit) is a set of software classes (APIs) that allows 

researchers to utilize and inspect models and simulations. The SDK is a C++ library wrapped in Java and 

Python. 
 

6.4 Visualizations of Results 

 
Figure 2 RTNeuron Visualization of a Neuron 

6.5 Rtneuron 
RTNeuron is the primary application used by the BBP for visualization of neural simulations. The software was 

developed internally by the BBP team. It is written in C++ and OpenGL. RTNeuron is ad-hoc software written 

specifically for neural simulations, i.e. it is not generalisable to other types of simulation. RTNeuron takes the 

output from Hodgkin-Huxley simulations in NEURON and render them in 3D. This allows researchers to watch 

as activation potentials propagate through a neuron and between neurons. The animations can be stopped, 

started and zoomed, thus letting researchers interact with the model. The visualizations are multi-scale that is 

they can render individual neurons or a whole cortical column. The image right was rendered in RTNeuron. 
 

VII. COMPUTER HARDWARE/ SUPERCOMPUTERS 

7.1 Blue Gene/P 
The primary machine used by the Blue Brain Project is a Blue Gene supercomputer built by IBM. This is where 

the name "Blue Brain" originates from. IBM agreed in June 2005 to supply EPFL with a Blue Gene/L as a 

"technology demonstrator". The IBM press release did not disclose the terms of the deal. In June 2010 this 
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machine was upgraded to a Blue Gene/P. The machine is installed on the EPFL campus in Lausanne (Google 

map) and is managed by CADMOS (Center for Advanced Modeling Science). 

 he computer is used by a number of different research groups, not exclusively by the Blue Brain Project. In 

mid-2012 the BBP was consuming about 20% of the compute time. The brain simulations generally run all day, 

and one day per week (usually Thursdays). The rest of the week is used to prepare simulations and to analyze 

the resulting data. The supercomputer usage statistics and job history are publicly available online - look for the 

jobs labeled as "C-BPP". 

 Blue Gene/P technical specifications 

糎4,096 quad-core nodes 

糎Each core is a PowerPC 450, 850 MHz 

糎Total: 56 teraflops, 16 terabytes of memory 

糎4 racks, one row, wired as a 16x16x16 3D torus 

糎1 PB of disk space, GPFS parallel file system 

糎Operating system: Linux SuSE SLES 10 

 
Figure 3 Blue Brain Storage Rack 

7.2 Silicon Graphics 
A 32-processor Silicon Graphics Inc. (SGI) system with 300 Gb of shared memory is used  for visualization of 

results. 
 

7.3 Commodity Pc Clusters 
Clusters of commodity PCs have been used for visualization tasks with the RTNeuron software 
 

7.4  Juqueen 

 
Figure 5 JuQUEEN Super Computer in Germany 
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JuQUEEN is an IBM Blue Gene/Q supercomputer that was installed at the Jülich Research Center in Germany 

in May 2012. It currently performs at 1.6 peta flops and was ranked the world's 8th fastest supercomputer in 

June 2012. It's likely that this machine will be used for BBP simulations starting in 2013, provided funding is 

granted via the Human Brain Project. In October 2012 the supercomputer is due to be expanded with additional 

racks. It is not known exactly how many racks or what the final processing speed will be. The JuQUEEN 

machine is also to be used by the research initiative. This aims to develop a three-dimensional, realistic model of 

the human brain. 
 

VIII. MERITS AND DEMERITS 
 

With the blue brain project the things can be remembered without any effort, decisions can be made without the 

presence of a person. Even after the death of a man his intelligence can be used. The activity of different 

animals can be understood. That means by interpretation of the electric impulses from the brain of the animals, 

their thinking can be understood easily. It would allow the deaf  to hear via direct nerve stimulation, and also be 

helpful for many psychological diseases. Due to blue brain system human beings will become dependent on the 

computer systems. Technical  knowledge may be misused by hackers; Computer viruses will pose an 

increasingly critical threat.  
 

IX. APPLICATIONS 
 

1. Gathering and Testing 100 Years of Data. 

2. Cracking the Neural Code 

3. Understanding Neocortical Information Processing 

4. A Novel Tool for Drug Discovery for Brain Disorders 

5. A Global Facility 

6. A Foundation for Whole Brain Simulations 

7. A Foundation for Molecular Modeling of Brain Function 
 

X. CONCLUSION 
 

In conclusion, we will be able to transfer ourselves into computers at some point. Most arguments against this 

outcome are seemingly easy to circumvent. They are either simple minded, or simply require further time for 

technology to increase. The only serious threats  raised are also overcome as we note the combination of 

biological and digital technologies. While the road ahead is long, already researches have been gaining great 

insights from their model. Using the Blue Gene supercomputers, up to 100 cortical columns, 1 million neurons, 

and 1 billion synapses can be simulated at once. This is roughly equivalent to the brain power of a honey bee. 

Humans, by contrast, have about 2 million columns in their cortices. Despite the sheer complexity of such an 

endeavor, it is predicted that the project will be capable of this by the year 2023. 
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ABSTRACT 
Effect of curvature and orientation on vortex formation is presented in this paper. Different types of chord are 

taken of radii 17.5, 25 of a circle keeping the chord length 35mm. Flow analysis is done at Reynolds no. 900  by 

changing the orientation of the arc. Increment of 5° is made to the flow direction in anti-clockwise fashion and 

the results are compared with a straight edge model. Introducing curvature in the model has shown effect on 

vortex size and formation.  Arc-2 model shows significant effect at orientation 15°. 
 

Keywords: Mass Entrainment, Stagnation Point, Streamline Flow, Vortex, Arcs 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Vortex dynamics play an important role in all the three transport processes. Therefore, vortex manipulation is 

the key for the efficiency of any device that involves mixing. For example, the fuel–air mixing in combustion 

chambers is a dictating process governing the combustion efficiency. A mixing process involving more than two 

streams or two species should have an appropriate combination of large and small vortices for efficient mixing. 

It is well known that large vortex structures are efficient suction creators, but they are highly unstable and easily 

get fragmented into small vortices. Therefore, they are short lived and cannot travel long distances in a flow 

field. In contrast, small vortices are stable and could travel long distances in a flow field, but because of their 

small size, they are poor suction creators. However, because of their long life they are efficient mixing 

promoters. Therefore, in a flow process such as a free jet, where the surrounding fluid needs to be inducted into 

the jet flow, and the inducted low momentum fluid mass needs to be transported towards the jet axis, an 

appropriate proportion of the mass entraining large vortices at the jet periphery, and the mass transporting small 

vortices inside the jet field for efficient mixing is required .However, even though it is understood that an 

appropriate proportion of large and small vortices are essential for efficient mixing, identifying such a 

proportion and generating the desired sizes of large and small structures still remains a black box. Even though 

vast literature is available for enhancing the mixing in a number of engineering devices, almost all the reported 

information is on the end result of mixing efficiency. For example, Griffin and Ramberg[1] studied vortex 

shedding from a vibrating cylinder in a uniform flow. They found that the vortex shedding takes place Re 190 

onwards. Ayoub and Karamcheti[2] experimentally studied uniform flow past a finite cylinder at high subcritical 

and supercritical Reynolds number (Re), and reported cellular structure in the wake. Also, they found that the 

wake region could be subcritical even when the main flow is supercritical. Griffin[3] investigated bluff body 

vortex formation. In this study, he reviewed various definitions of length of the vortex formation region, which 
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have been proposed earlier. He visualized vortex shedding at Re 200 for a circular cylinder. Prasad and 

Williamson[4] studied the instability of shear layer separating from a bluff body. It was found that the span wise 

end conditions, which control the primary vortex shedding from the cylinder, affect the instability of the 

separated shear layer. There was wake formation even at Re 260. Okajima et al[5]. studied flow-induced 

oscillation of a circular cylinder in a water tunnel. They investigated the response amplitude of a two-

dimensional circular cylinder with increasing flow velocity. Konstantinidis and Balabani[6] reported symmetric 

vortex shedding in the near wake region of a circular cylinder due to stream wise perturbation in the Re range 

1200–1240. All these investigations are on the effect of the vortices shed by the cylinder on the flow field 

behind it. These investigations do not focus on the size of the vortex and its manipulation. But the vortex size 

and its management are essential for applications involving mass entrainment and mixing. For example, 

Lovaraju and Rathakrishnan[7] reported that introduction of vortices with control tabs into a jet flow can result in 

an enhanced mixing. This is because of the active interaction between the mass entraining vortices formed at the 

jet boundary and the stream wise vortices shed by the tab. Also, Thanigaiarasu et al. studied flat and arc tabs, 

and found that reducing the size of the vortices shed by changing the flat tab into a circular arc is more 

beneficial in view of mixing enhancement. Even though these studies present the effect of vortex size on the 

flow field intuitively, there is no direct information on the vortex size and management. Therefore, in this study 

an attempt is made to visualize and measure the size of vortices behind a flat plate and manipulate the vortex 

size with circular arc plates of three specific radii. In other words, an attempt is made to investigate the physics 

behind the generation and size manipulation of twin vortices behind flat and arc plates at some specified 

Reynolds numbers.  
 

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
 

The channel is made of G.I sheet of 5mm thickness and the sheet was bent into the shape as shown in the figure. 

The width of the test section is of about 280mm and the depth of water will be maintained 8mm. Photographic 

view of the channel is shown in Fig.2.1. To get flow visualization die is injected into the system. To inject the 

die in channel injection system is established. The injection system comprises of mainly three parts such as 

burette, stand, and an injection valve consisting of a pipe connected to the burette as shown in the Fig. 2.2. A 

valve is provided at the end of the injection system for controlling amount of flow is to be injected into the 

channel. The main use of this injection system is to provide the flow along with the water without creating any 

disturbance in the flow.  
 

2.1 Calculation of Reynolds number  
The Reynolds number plays an important role in the fluid dynamics, because it is the only reference parameter 

for the representation of the drag on the bluff bodies.  It also plays a main role in the representation of the flow 

feature in the visualization techniques. To find out the Reynolds number first the main parameter needed is 

velocity of flow which can be measured by the different techniques. Among the many other techniques, floating 

particle method is used to in the present study. In the floating particle method, time taken to the travel floating 

particle over a distance is estimated. The velocity can be calculated by dividing the distance with the time. After 

finding out the velocity the Reynolds number can be calculated with reference to the width of the model by 

using the following formula: 

Re = ρ V D/µ 
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Figure 2.1: Open channel                                          Figure 2.2: Injection System 

 

2.2 Experimental Model 
 Experiment is carried out with four different models, of which three models have an arc shape of different radii 

and same chord length, which are compared to a flat model of length equal to the chord length of arcs. The 

detailed dimensions of models are shown in below Table 2.2.1. 

Table 2.2.1: Details of Models 

S.no Model Name Shape Dimensions 

1 Model-1 Arc 17.5R chord length 35 

2 Model-2 Arc 25R chord length 35 

3 Model-3 Flat 35*5 

 

The Fig.2.2.1 shows the artistic view of Model-1 it contains radius of 17.5 and chord length equal to 35mm, i.e. 

it’s a semi circular shape. 

 
Figure 2.2.1: Model-1 of diameter 35mm & chord length 35mm 

The Fig.2.2.2 shows the artistic view of Model-2 it contains radius of 25 and chord length equal to 35mm. 
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Figure 2.2.2: Model-2 of diameter 50mm & chord length 35mm 

 

2.3 Experimental Procedure 
In the first step, mark the scale and the angles on the test section portion of the channel, which will be used to 

measure the flow parameters. Fig.2.3 shows the marking on channel. Place the channel on fine and a straight 

place which has no inclination. Now, give the water supply to the channel at the water chamber, so that the 

fairly uniform flow will be entering into the test section due to the effect of wedge and screens. Test for the 

uniformity of the flow i.e., either the flow was going in the straight line from starting to the end of the channel, 

if not make some adjustments to get the uniform flow. 

Velocity is to be set in the channel according to the requirement. The velocity of flow can be calculated by using 

the floating particle method. Now, inject the sufficient amount of dye at the second screen which will help to get 

the streamline flow. Take the video from the start to the end of flow pattern over the object for further 

investigation. From the video extract the frames and keep the necessary frames for the analysis.  

 
Figure 2.3: Marking on the Channel 

 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

The experimental results consist of the video of the flow field over the flat and arc plates of the present scheme 

at different orientations from 0° to 20° at two Reynolds numbers and the vortex lengths, for different cases. 

When the model is at an angle with the incoming flow, the twin vortices assume different lengths. Before 

getting into the quantitative aspects of the vortex size, it is necessary to understand the flow physics behind the 

formation of these vortices. It was found that on reaching the forward stagnation point, the flow encounters a 

positive pressure zone popularly termed as pressure uphill, before reaching the edges of the model. These 
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curved streamlines, find a large space at the back of the model on reaching the edges and turn towards the model 

base. This process of turning towards the base results in the formation of two vortices of opposite nature. 

Because of these vortices formation, a low pressure region is created at the model base. When the flow velocity 

increases, the suction at the base increases as well. This low pressure at the base attracts the flow from the zone 

just downstream of the vortices, towards the base. Thus, a reverse flow towards the base is established.  

With increase in flow velocity, the suction at the base progressively increases reaching a stage at which the 

twin-vortex formation behind the model is due to the reverse flow rather than the roll-in of the incoming flow 

from the edges. Under this situation, the streamlines of the flow from the model face are pushed away by the 

vortices formed by the reverse flow. Thus, there is a definite location behind the model where the reverse flow 

begins and reaches the model base, establishing twin-vortex. However, there is no quantitative information 

about the location of the beginning of the reverse flow and its sensitivity to the object geometry and flow 

Reynolds number. To gain an understanding of this important aspect of reverse flow, the location, which has 

been identified as the end of the twin vortex, its sensitivity to the plate geometry, and its orientation has been 

analyzed in this study. 
 

3.1 Flow over a Flat Plate 
The following figures 3.1.1 ,3.12 ,3.1.3,3.1.4 & 3.1.5  shows the flow over a flat plate of orientation from 0° to 

20°.Has changing orientation from 0° to 20° the left and right vortex increased up to 5° then after right vortex 

size increase and left vortex size decreased. The deviation of vortex size of left and right is same up to 15° no 

effect is then after. 

    
Figure 3.1.1: Flat Plate at 0° Angle                    Figure 3.1.2: Flat Plate at 5° Angle 

    
Figure 3.1.3: Flat Plate at 10° Angle                Figure 3.1.4: Flat Plate at 15° Angle 
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Figure 3.1.5: Flat plate at 20° angle 

 

3.2 Flow Over a Model-1 Arc 
The following figures 3.2.1, 3.2.2, 3.2.3, & 3.2.4 show the flow over a model-1 arc of orientation from 0° to 20°. 

In this model left and right vortex increased up to 5°.Right vortex increased up to 5° and no significant effect 

then after .up to 15° later it is increased. Left vortex is decreased from 5° to 20°. In all the position right vortex 

size is more compared to left vortex. 

    
Figure 3.2.1: Model-1 arc at 0° Angle                        Figure 3.2.2: Model-1 arc at 10° Angle 

    
Figure 3.2.3: Model-1 arc at 15° Angle                      Figure 3.2.4: Model-1 arc at 20° Angle 

 

3.3 Flow over a Model-2 arc 
The following figures 3.3.1, 3.3.2, 3.3.3 & 3.3.4 show the flow over a model-2 arc of orientation from 0° to 20°. 

Arc 2 shows different effect compared to the other models. Vortex size increases up to 5°.Left and Right vortex 

size decreases every orientation. Left vortex size is less compared to right vortex size for model arc-2. 
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Figure 3.3.1: Model-2 arc at 0° angle                        Figure 3.3.2: Model-2 arc at 10° angle 

    
Figure 3.3.3: Model-2 arc at 15° angle                      Figure 3.3.4: Model-2 arc at 20° angle 

 

3.4 Vortex Size 
 To quantify the vortex size, the vortex length has been taken as the representative measure. The vortex size 

measured from the visualization pictures has been non dimensional zed with the chord of the flat plate and the 

arcs. Here the shortest distance between the tips of the plate is termed the chord.  

The vortex length variation with plate orientation for Re 900 is shown. It is seen that up to a 100 orientation, the 

size of the vortex is almost closer to the chord length. Also, the difference between the left and right vortices is 

significant. However, beyond 100 the vortex behind the edge in the front (left vortex) is larger than that behind 

the edge in the rear (right vortex). The vortex size variation for arc-1 at Re 900 is shown. It is seen that the 

curvature introduced to the plate results in the elongation of the vortices at Ɵ in the range 0°-15°. However, the 

difference between the length of left and right vortices continues to be not significant at all values of Ɵ. Further, 

for Ɵ beyond 15°, the size of the vortices appears to be significant to Ɵ. The vortex size variation for arc-2 at Re 

900 is shown. This is the case of an arc with reduced radius of curvature than the arc-1, i.e. the geometric 

deviation from the flat plate is larger than arc-1. For this case too, the vortex length is larger when compared 

with the vortex behind the flat plate for Ɵ from 0° to 15°. However, the difference between the size of left and 

right vortices is lesser than that for arc-1 for Ɵ ranging 0°-20°.           
 

IV. CONCLUSIONS  
 

At Reynolds number 900 the flow over flat plate and arcs of radii 17.5 mm and 25mm is studied. It is found that 

there is a definite location behind the plate where the reverse flow begins and reaches the plate base, 

establishing vortex formation. The results suggest that it is possible to control the size of the vortex shed using 

an object with geometrical modification, and changing its orientation. Flat plate model has show significant 
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effect up to 15°. As introducing arc geometry vortex size is same at 0° orientations. As changing orientation arc-

2 shows different vortex nature with arc-1 model. And left and right vortex size is show significant effects. Arc-

2 model has show significant effect of left and right vortex formation at 15° orientation. 
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ABSTRACT 
Most of the information available in the real world are of different type or heterogeneous, when we connect 

such a kind of information it will form the information network. The extraction of useful knowledge from this 

information network becomes ubiquitous so, this can be effectively handled by using clustering and ranking 

approach. When we use clustering and ranking methods for extracting useful knowledge with semantic structure 

we can get relative information and also it may lead to better understanding of hidden knowledge of the 

network, as well as particular role of every objects within the cluster. By using the ranking method we can 

clustered the dataset effectively based on the ranking value of the dataset so ranking methods serves as a good 

measure for clustering the heterogeneous information.  The concept of heterogeneous information graphs has 

attracted in the field of social-networks, social media and machine learning systems. This paper review some of 

the methods which is used for the processing of heterogeneous information networks for different types of data 

sets and structure of heterogeneous information networks for extracting semantic information.    
 

Keywords: Heterogeneous Graphs, Semantic Information, Information Extraction 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Data which is available in the real world consists of multiple type of objects or components, this objects are 

interconnected to other set of components and the connection of this types of components will form the 

heterogeneous networks. By using this heterogeneous information networks we can represent and extract hidden 

information from the source.  The extraction of information from heterogeneous information network requires 

the grouping of relevant knowledge so, this can be achieved by using clustering and ranking function because 

these functions will give better and effective performance for information extraction.   

Yizhou sun and Jiawei Han[1] have discussed about the mining of heterogeneous information networks and this 

heterogeneous information networks are formed by using the multiple types of components and which is 

interconnected so it will form the complex network, some times this type of networks also called as semi-

structured networks because it will used for the representation of different types of objects with hidden or 

uncovered information. This kind of information can be effectively mined by clustering, ranking  and 

classification methods along with this meta-path based similarity approach also used for calculating the 

similarity so the heterogeneous information can be mined effectively. 

Yizhou sun , Jiawei Han and Peixiang Zhao[2] have reported different methods for ranking and clustering the 

heterogeneous information by using the novel clustering frame work that is RANKCLUS. This method rank the 

data based on the clustering so, it can improve the ranking quality and also it improves the clustering by 
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conditional ranking  and by using this technique we can get more accurate and meaningful results. In this paper, 
Section 2 presents Related work on this topic, Section 3 discussion regarding most frequently used measures or 

some important methods, Section 4 Conclude the paper. 
 

II. RELATED WORK 
 

Some of the works reported in the literature that focused on grouping the different types of information and 

measuring the importance of heterogeneous networks for information extraction process. However, some of 

methods available in the literature are reviewed in this Section. 

Yizhou sun, Yintao Ya and Jiawei Han[3] have presented the clustering method for detecting the new clustering 

problem by using star network schema and which splits the original network into K layers so, this method 

differs from the current methods. In this approach NetClus a novel ranking method is used and which generates 

target objects by using the ranking-based probabilistic generate model and this target objects is mapped to the 

new low dimensional measure by calculating the posterior probability of the objects which is belongs to net-

cluster. 

Yizhou sun, Xifeng Yan and Jiawei Han[4] discussed new idea about mining the knowledge from the database 

and other interconnected data as a heterogeneous information. In this approach the data which is present with in 

the database that will be considered as heterogeneous information for this database Rank-based clustering and 

classification method are applied for extracting the information and also meta-path based methods are used for 

finding the similarity and relationship between the data sets, and this relationship strength can be measured 

through the selection of attributes and integrating user-guided clustering with meta-path selection process so, it 

will give better results for database knowledge mining. 

Rumi Ghosh , Kristina Lerman[5] have reported work on information can be processed easily by using graphs or 

networks if it has same type of components but when it consists of different types of components it will become 

difficult so, this can be handled efficiently using mathematical framework that is specifically modularity- 

maximization  method was developed for analyzing and processing the multiple types of entities and their links 

and it will be most advantageous because it has tunable parameters and the information is processed by using N-

mode matrix data structure for representing different classes of entities and relations of information and 

Bonacich centrality is used for analyzing the structure of the networks. B- Centrality is used for ranking the 

nodes and based on the ranking values for communication between different communities are identified and the 

network is balanced. 

Jinpeng Wang, Jianjiang Lu[6] have discussed different data source will form heterogeneous information 

networks and each different networks has different data models, schemas and languages and when we try to 

extract data or information from this network it need to integrates one networks with other networks for 

extracting relevant information so, this can be handled by using ontology- based approach. The ontology method 

is used as mediated schema for representing different data model or data source semantics and RDF graphs 

patterns are used for the modeling of different source schemas and this can be process efficiently using 

SPARQL queries. 

Yizhou Sun and Jiawei Han[7] have done work on the large- scale heterogeneous information networks consists 

of multi- typed interconnected objects and it requires findings the similarity for searching the information in the 

database or in the web search engines based on the different paths between the entities because semantic 

meanings are behind the links of heterogeneous network entities. Each links between the entities consists of 
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different semantic similarities or it consists of same semantic similarity so, it will be processed by using meta- 

path- based similarity methods for representing different object types by links. PathSim is a novel similarity 

measure is used for finding the peer objects in the networks by using queries and based on this query results we 

can compute the top- K similarity results of objects of same type in the heterogeneous information graphs. 

Andre Freitas and Edward Curry[8] have discussed the querying of heterogeneous structured data become trend 

in many applications like distributed databases but it will become very difficult because of semantic gap present 

in the information expressed by different  users so, this can be efficiently processed by using natural language 

interface and semantic index for querying information in the linked datasets and this can be achieved by 

distributional- compositional semantic approach. This approach automatically extract co- occurring words from 

the large text and it form τ-Space distributional structured vector model and it will compute the semantic 

matching and expressive natural language queries. 

Ming Ji, Yizhou Sun[9] have discussed about heterogeneous information networks transductive classification 

problems and they have proposed new novel based graph classification i.e, GNetClass methods for better 

labeling the unknown data in heterogeneous information networks and using this method each link will be 

consider separately because the semantic meaning of the network is preserved in the links so, better information 

extraction can be done and also this method will give most efficient accurate classifications of data compared to 

other classification methods. 

Ludwig M. Busse, Peter Orbanz[10], have reported work on clustering the ranked heterogeneous information 

and the mixture approach is used for the clustering of ranked data and this ranked data is compared based on the 

probabilistic model for different length of the ranked data so, it will give better analysis of heterogeneous 

information. 
 

III. METHODS 
 

This section review the most relevant methods for extracting the information from the heterogeneous 

information graphs. 

Mining heterogeneous information from the networks we need to compute the values for links between the 

different entities for extracting relevant information from large set of data so, Ranking, Clustering and 

Classifications are the better methods for processing heterogeneous information. 
 

3.1 Ranking- Based Clustering in Heterogeneous Information Networks 
Large- set of information can be connected through the links for heterogeneous types of data and it requires the 

links between each type of components which is present in the networks and this can be efficiently analyzed by 

clustering and ranking methods. The ranking and clustering can mutually enhance each other because objects 

highly ranked in the same cluster. Clustering approach can be understood very efficiently by reading the top- 

ranked objects in that cluster. The most commonly used ranking- based clustering approach are RankClus and 

NetClus. 
 

3.2 Ranking- Based Classification in Heterogeneous Information Networks 
The knowledge which is present in the heterogeneous information networks can be classified efficiently because 

the nodes can be linked together are likely to be similar or different type of links have different level of strength 
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so, this ranking values we can classify the heterogeneous information and most commonly used classification 

methods are GNetMine and RankClass. 
 

3.3 Meta- Path Based Similarity Search and  Mining 
In heterogeneous information network same type of objects can connect in different links so, for finding 

similarity and interesting information in the heterogeneous information network can be done by meta- path- 

based methods and most commonly using method is PathSim for finding the peer objects in the networks and it 

compares the objects by random- walk. 

                                       
       Network Schema                                Meta-Path: APV                                                                  Meta-Path: APA 

Fig 1. Metapath Representation 

Table 1. Instance Metapath 

 Connection Type I Connection Type II 

Path instance Jim-P1-Ann 

Mike-P2-Ann 

Mike-P3-Bob 

Jim-P1-SIGMOD-P2-Ann 

Mike-P3-SIGMOD- P2-Ann 

Mike-P4-KDD-P5-Bob 

Meta-path A(uthor)-P(aper)-A A-P-V(enue)-P-A 

 
 

IV. CONCLUSION 
 

The main objective of this paper is to highlights the basic methods for mining different types of components 

based information from the heterogeneous information graphs as well as to provide review report carried out in 

this area. According to this methods we can get better information from the network and also it will give the 

useful information about the strong methods used for the mining the data from the heterogeneous information 

graphs . 
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ABSTRACT 
 

 In this paper we, present a new approach to acoustic echo cancellation  in today’s telecommunication system. 

This approach is a combination of distribution free and variable step size algorithm in under modeling case 

general. In Under modeling case algorithm doesn’t required any prior information from acoustic environment 

so, we can differentiate new approach with conventional approach in the terms of the computational complexity 

and convergence rate, so this is suitable candidate for real world application. 
 

Keywords: Acoustic Echo Cancellation, Adaptive Filtering, Variable Step Size , Distribution Free, 

Double Talk Detection, White Gaussian Noise, Loudspeaker   
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Acoustic echo cancellation is one of the most popular applications of adaptive filter [1]. The role of the adaptive 

filter is to identify the acoustic echo path between the terminals loudspeaker and microphone. 

Even though many interesting adaptive filtering algorithm have been developed and are applicable for acoustic 

echo cancellation [2], an application with limited precision and processing power, the least means-square 

(NLMS) algorithm [3] (e.g., frequency domain or subband versions [1]) are usually applied. 

The standard least means square (LMS) algorithm is considered to be one of the simplest algorithms for 

adaptive filtering, but it is sensitive to the scaling of its input when choosing a step-size parameter to guarantee 

stability [2],[3]. 

The NLMS algorithms solve this problem by normalizing with the power of the input. For both algorithms, the 

parameter of step-size governs the convergence speed and the steady-state excess mean-square error. To better 

tradeoff the conflicting requirement of fast convergence rate and low misadjustment, various schemes for 

adjusting the step-size have been reported [4], [5], [6], [7],. To meet these conflicting requirements, the step size 

needs to be controlled. Thus, a number of variable step size NLMS (VSS-NLMS) algorithms have been 

proposed [8], [9] and references therein. In [5], elaborated and distribution free VSS-NLMS (DFVSS-NLMS) is 

proposed. This algorithm is gives the good performance in the context of acoustic echo cancelation [AEC]. 
 

1.1 Basic Concepts of Echo Cancellation 
In acoustic echo cancelation, the estimates of the near-end echo path response is computed which is used to 

generate an estimate of echo. The estimate of echo is subtracted from the near-end microphone output to 

subtract the actual echo. 
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Fig1. Block Diagram of the Echo Canceller 

Where, 

 x (n) Far-end signal 

 v (n) Near-end signal 

 d(n) Echo or desired signal 

The problem then reduces to similar to the room echo path response h by an impulse response ( )h n
Ù

of the 

adaptive filter. So that feeding a same input to the adaptive filter the estimate of actual echo, ( )y n
Ù

 is obtained. 

The use of adaptive filter in the echo cancellation is necessary because the path of echo’s are highly time 

varying, so that the use of fixed filter is not suitable. 
 

II.  BASIC PROBLEM 
 

In hand free telephony, the objective is to permit two or more people, sitting in two different rooms, two 

converge with each other. In simple configuration, there are two separate rooms one is far end room and another 

is near end room. Each room contains a microphone and a loudspeaker pair which is used by one speaker to 

converge with other.. 

The far-end signal broadcast to the near end signal x(n) is broadcast to the near end room. The near end room 

has a microphone which is for the use of near end speaker but this 

near end speaker also receives a delayed and distorted version of the far end signal x(n) as an echo d(n) due to 

the room. 

(a) System Identification 

System identification refers to the ability of an adaptive system to find the FIR filter that best reproduces the 

response of another system, whose frequency response is apriori unknown. System identification is mostly used 

in divergence application, setup is given below Fig2. 

 

Fig2. System Identification 
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The FIR filter reproduces the behavior of the 'unknown system'. This works perfectly when the system to be 

identified has got a frequency response that matches with that of a certain FIR filter. 

But if the unknown system is an all-pole filter, then the FIR filter will try its best. It will never be able to give 

zero output but it may reduce it by converging to an optimum weights vector. The frequency response of the 

FIR filter will not be exactly equal to that of the 'unknown system' but it will certainly be the best approximation 

to it. 

Let us consider that the unknown filter is a time invariant, which indicate that the coefficient of the impulse 

response are constant and of finite extent (FIR). Therefore, 
1

0
( ) ( )

N

k
k

d n h x n k
-

=

= -å      

The output of the adaptive filter with the same number of the coefficient N, is given by, 
1

0
( ) ( )

N

k
k

y n w x n k
-

=

= -å  

These two systems to be equal, the difference between e(n) = d(n) - y(n) must be equal to zero. Under these 

conditions, the two set of the coefficients are also equal. It is the method of adaptive filtering that will enable us 

to produce an error, e(n) approximately equal to zero and therefore will identify that. k kw h» . 

 

III. DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED ALGORITHM 
 

Acoustic echo cancellation is one of the most popular application of adaptive filter [1]. The role of the adaptive 

filter is to identify the acoustic echo path between the terminals loudspeaker and microphone. 

Even though many interesting adaptive filtering algorithm have been developed and are applicable for acoustic 

echo cancellation [2], an application with limited precision and processing power, the least means-square 

(NLMS) algorithm [3] (e.g., frequency domain or subband versions [1]) are usually applied. 

Setup shown in fig 3.  The main purpose of this setup is that the near end speech signal ( )v t  is to be picked up 

by the microphone M and  propagated to the far-end room while far-end speech is to be emitted by the 

loudspeaker L  in to the near – end room. During single talk, which are the cases only when the far-end or 

speech signal present means ( ) 0v t = .  

                                                                        ( ) ( ) ( )
T

y t h x t w t= +                (1) 

During doubletalk, which is the case when both near-end and far-end speech is present, the near-end speech in 

the microphone signal ( )y t is corrupted by the echo of the far-end speech signal ( )x t that is propagated in the 

near-end room from the loudspeaker L to the microphone M . 

Therefore, during doubletalk, the resulting microphone signal ( )y t  consists of near-end speech mixed with far-

end speech 

filtered by the near-end room impulse response h from the loudspeaker to the microphone 

                                                                       ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
T

y t h x t v t w t= + +                    (2) 

 Where n  is the order of the room impulse response modeled as FIR filter. 
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Fig.3. AEC setup 

[ ]0 1 1........ T
nh h h h -=                   (3) 

The room impulse response is varying with time since movements (e.g., people moving around) may occur in 

the room. Thus, usually in order to remove the undesired echo an adaptive filter estimate ( )h t
Ù

 of  h is used to 

predict the far-end speech contribution ( )
T
h x t and subtract it from the microphone signal  ( )y t . Thereby, we 

get the error signal, 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
T

e t y t h t x t
Ù

= -              

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
T

Te t v t h x t h t x t w t
Ù

= + - +    (4) 

{}.E is mathematical expectation and { }2 2 ( )v E v ns =  is the power of system noise. Using approximation 

{ }2 2( ) ( ) ( )T

x
x n x n L LE x nQs= = , for 1L ff , where 

2

xs is power of input signal and we also known 

that ( )nm  is deterministic nature. 

                                                                          { } 2 22 ( ) 1 ( ) ( )ex
E n n L nQe m s sé ù= -ê úë û

 

                                                                                            
2

vs=  

where { } { }2 2( ) ( )E n E e ne =
 is power of error signal from (33) obtained a quadratic equation, 

                                      

2
2

2 2 22

2 1( ) ( ) 1 0
( )( )
v

x ex

n n
L nLQ

m m s
s s s

é ù
ê ú- + - =
ê úë û

 

The step size parameter of a proposed nonparametric VSS-NLMS algorithm is given by:                                                                

1( ) 1
( ) ( ) ( )

v
NPVSS NLMS UM T

e

n
x n x n Q n

sm
s- -

é ù
= -ê ú+ ë û

 

              ( ) ( )NLMS n nm a=  
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Where  ( )na  is normalized step size, range is given 0 ( ) 1na£ £ . The NPVSS-NLMS-UM algorithm is, 

                                     
^ ^
( ) ( 1) ( ) ( ) ( )NPVSS UMh n h n n x n e nm -= - +  

We conclude that if ( )e vns sf then the ( ) ( )NPVSS NLMS UM NLMSn nm m- - » . When the algorithm starts to 

converge to true value, ( )e vns s»  and ( ) 0NPVSS NLMS UM nm - - » . This exactly what we desired to have good 

convergence and low misadjustment. 

NPVSS-NLMS algorithm written in terms of misalignment, 

                                                     ( ) ( 1) ( ) ( ) ( )NP VSSNLMS UMm n m n n x n e nm - -= - -  

It is understandable that ( ) ( )e v NPVSS NLMS UMn ns s m - -³ , which imply that ( ) 0NPVSS NLMS UM nm - - ³ . The 

quantity 
2( )e ns  is estimated as follows: 

                                                    
^ ^

22 2( ) ( 1) (1 ) ( )n n e ne el ls s= - + -  

Where l is an exponential window.This estimation could result in a lower magnitude than 
2

vs , which would make ( )NPVSS nm negative. To overcome this problem, when its occurs is to 

set ( ) 0NPVSS nm = . 

Table- NP VSS-NLMS-UM ALGORITHM 

 
IV. SIMULATION 
 

The input signal applied to the unknown system is either a white Gaussian noise or speech signal. The output of 

the plant is mixed with noise such that the signal to noise ratio remain 20-dB. This signal is a desired signal for 

adaptive filter. The error vector obtained as the difference of desired and output vector is used to update output 

of adaptive filter. The initial weights of are initially set to zero. The simulation study has been carried out for 
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NLMS, NPVSS-NLMS-UM 
 

(a) NLMS And NPVSS-NLMS-UM 
The acoustic coupling between microphone and microphone in hand free telephones generates echoes .To 

remove this echo, we need to identify impulse response of unknown system. Simulation results, input signal are 

consider as white Gaussian signal or speech signal. An independent white Gaussian noise signal is added to the 

output of unknown system at 30-dB. We also assume that power of noise signal is known. Parameters setting for 

simulations are

2^
(0) 0es = , 

220 xd s= and 

11
KL

l = -
and 2K = for white Gaussian noise signal. The 

performance of algorithm measured in terms of the normalized misalignment in (dB). 

^

^

2

( )
( ) 20log

h t h
Misalignment h t

h

æ ö-ç ÷æ ö ç ÷=ç ÷
è ø ç ÷

ç ÷
è ø

 

   
Fig4. Unknown plant      Fig 5 

 

Fig.5. Misalignment of The NLMS Algorithm At  
1

( ) ( )TX n X nd
-

é ù+ë û ,
And The npvss-NLMS-

UM And NLMS Algorithm. The Input Signal Is White Gaussian Noise, 500L = , 

11
1 (2 )L

l = -
-

, And  SNR = 20 Db. 

The simulation results show that NPVSS algorithm is better than NLMS and DFVSS-NLMS algorithm. We 

have compared NPVSS and NLMS and DF-VSS-NLMS. The plot has been taken between numbers of iterations 

and corresponding MSE. The iteration range varied from 0 to 950 where as MSE value varies from 0 dB to 5 

dB. It is clear from the above plot, fig.5 that proposed algorithm converges in 20 dB signal to noise ratio, which 

is lesser than NLMS algorithm. 

Tracking is a very important issue in adaptive algorithms. In applications like acoustic echo cancellation, it is 

essential that an adaptive filter tracks fast since impulse responses are not very stationary. Fig. shows that, when 

the impulse response has changed NLMS algorithm provides more erroneous results than the previous one, 
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where as DFVSS-NLMS algorithm shows the same results with more efficiency compare to NLMS and NPVSS  

algorithm.   
  

V. SIMULATION 
 

In AEC, the acoustic echo paths are extremely long. The main property of the algorithm doesn’t require any 

priori information about acoustic environment. It can be deduced  from above figures that  distribution free 

variable step size normalized least means square adaptive algorithm perform better than the other two 

algorithms, NLMS and NPVSS  in the context of echo cancellation. In NLMS algorithm, we need to find a 

compromise between fast convergence and low final misadjustment. In many applications, this compromise may 

not be satisfactory so a DFVSS-NLMS algorithm is required. It should be noted that the idea of proposed 

algorithm can be used in coincidence with other NLMS-based algorithms This improves the convergence rate 

and reduced the computational complexity. So it is suitable for real world application.  
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ABSTRACT 
The enormous growth of academic data size in higher education institutions makes learning process tedious to 

analyze the student’s knowledge level. The main motto of all educational institutions is to provide high quality 

of education.  This can be achieved by predicting the student’s knowledge level of a particular subject. As 

traditional modelling approaches are unable to make predictions regarding knowledge, data mining methods 

was adopted to predict the performance of students. In this research work various classification techniques were 

applied on the Students Modelling Dataset taken from UCI Machine Learning Repository for predicting the 

student knowledge level. This work mainly focuses on finding best classifiers for predicting the user knowledge 

level in particular domain of interest. The results of this study indicate the level of accuracy and other 

performance measures of the algorithms in predicting the performance of student’s knowledge level. The results 

revealed that Rnd Tree and IBK Classifiers are considered as the best classification algorithms which yields 

100 % accuracy on this dataset. 
 

Keywords:  Accuracy, Classifiers, Student Knowledge Level, Predictors, Random Classifier 
 

I.INTRODUCTION 
 

Data mining techniques plays a vital role in all the application areas of education research and development. The 

objective of Data Mining in each application area is different. These goals are sometimes difficult to quantify 

and require their own special set of measurement techniques [5]. In conjunction with the increase of huge 

volume of daily data collection, data mining has served as the tool for analyzing large amounts of data. Data 

mining has been expanded from not only to analyze financial data, retail industries data, recommender system 

data, and intrusion detection data, but also to analyze data in higher education [8][9]. 

Educational Data Mining refers to techniques, tools, and research designed for automatically extracting meaning 

from large repositories of data generated by or related to people's learning activities in educational settings. 

Quite often, this data is extensive, fine-grained, and precise. For example, several learning management 

systems (LMSs) track information such as when each student accessed each learning object, how many times 

they accessed it, and how many minutes the learning object was displayed on the user's computer screen. As 

another example, Intelligent tutoring systems record data every time a learner submits a solution to a problem; 

they may collect the time of the submission, whether or not the solution matches the expected solution, the 

amount of time that has passed since the last submission, the order in which solution components were entered 

into the interface, etc. The precision of this data is such that even a fairly short session with a computer-based 

learning environment (e.g., 30 minutes) may produce a large amount of process data for analysis. 
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Classification as a supervised learning technique has been used in predicting new data to be classified based on 

training dataset. Model resulted from classification can be utilized to predict future data trends. Data 

classification is defined as a predictive methods in data mining that is used to classify unseen data. There are 

two main steps in data classification, namely learning step and classification step. In learning step, a 

classification model is built using an algorithm on a training set. Training set used for learning step must have 

class labels for given data. After a classifier model is built, it is utilized for predicting class labels for unseen 

data. Furthermore, traditional student modeling approaches are unable to make predictions regarding knowledge 

and skill changes under various future training schedules or to prescribe how much training will be required to 

achieve specific levels of readiness at a  specific future time. 

Student modeling poses several challenges. The first is that student knowledge is inherently latent – in other 

words, the goal is to assess a quantity that is not directly measured. Instead, knowledge must be assessed from 

performance, which has a noisy relationship to knowledge: students often guess and get correct answers without 

knowledge, and students also often make simple errors (“slips”) on material they know. However, performance 

can be used to validate models of knowledge – a successful knowledge model should be more successful at 

predicting future correctness than an unsuccessful knowledge model. Student Knowledge level analysis is one of 

the most powerful mechanism, which helps understanding the learning interest of the user in particular domain 

of interest comparing to all the other areas considered. It also focus on how particular class of users can be 

categorized in a particular subject of interest based on the attributes such as goal object materials(STG), related 

goal objects(STR), repetition number of user for goal object materials(SCG), and performance of user for goal 

objects(PEG). 

In this paper  Student knowledge Modeling dataset is from UCI Machine learning repository[6] is taken for 

analyzing various classification techniques using Weka[1]data mining tool. In this evaluation process 5 different 

classification algorithms are chosen. Finally performance evaluation is done to analyze the various classification 

algorithms to select the best classifier for discovering knowledge level of the user in more efficient and effective 

manner. 
 

II. RELATED WORKS 
 

P.V.Praveen Sundar et al  stated that Educational Data Mining (EDM) is a field that exploits statistical, 

machine-learning, and data-mining algorithms over the different types of educational data. Its main objective is 

to analyze these types of data in order to resolve educational research issues. EDM is concerned with developing 

methods to explore the unique types of data in educational settings and, using these methods, to better 

understand students and the settings in which they learn[11].  Romero .C et al has proposed 10 common tasks in 

education that have been tackled using data mining techniques and predicting students‘ performance is one of 

them. Predicting students‘ performance using data mining methods has been performed at various levels: at a 

tutoring system level to predict whether some specific knowledge or skills are mastered, at a course level or 

degree level to predict whether a student will pass a course or a degree, or to predict her/his mark[12].   

S.Poonkuzhali et al. analyzed various classification algorithm for predicting efficient classifier for T53 

Mutants[2]. R.Kishore Kumar et al. performed comparative analysis for predicting best classifiers for emails 

spam[1]. Tamizharasi et al, compared three classification algorithms, namely K- Nearest Neighbour classifier, 

Decision tree and Bayesian network algorithms. The authors mentioned that results were validated by a twenty 
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four month data analysis conducted on mock basis [4]. Chandra.E and Nandhini.K et al  used k-means clustering 

algorithm to predict student's learning activities [10]. Zachary. A [13] explored models with varying levels of 

skill generality (1, 5, 39 and 106 skill models) and measured the accuracy of these models by predicting student 

performance within the tutoring system called ASSISTment as well as their performance on a state standardized 

test. Samad kardan et al [14] proposed  knowledge level of a student by using  knowledge domain scaffolding, 

which is dividing the domain into separate sub-domains called learning objectives. These learning objectives 

may be decomposed to sub-objectives, the dividing process continues until a single unit of knowledge or skill is 

reached.  Ryan S.J.D   investigated how well the Contextual-Guess-and-Slip model can predict student learning 

outside of the tutoring software, comparing it both to the canonical four-parameter version of Bayesian 

Knowledge Tracing, and to the Individual Difference Weights version of Bayesian Knowledge Tracing [6]. The 

Individual Difference Weights version finds student-level differences in the four parameters, and has been 

shown to improve the prediction of post-test performance for students who have reached mastery within the 

tutor [15].  Ryan  et al  examined whether ensemble methods, which integrate multiple models, can produce 

prediction results comparable to or better than the best of nine student modelling frameworks, taken individually 

[16].  
 

III. FRAMEWORK OF THE PROPOSED SYSTEM 
 

The overall design of the proposed system is given in Fig. 1 and each of these components is addressed in the 

following sections briefly. 

 
Fig 1. Architectural Design of the Proposed System 

3.1 Input Dataset  
The User Knowledge Modelling Dataset was taken from UCI machine learning repository and was created by 

Hamdi Tolga Kahraman. Faculty of Technology ,Department of Software Engineering, Karadeniz Technical 

University, Trabzon, Turkiye.This Dataset contains 6 attributes(5 continuous  input attributes and 1 discrete 

target attribute) and 258 examples. The attribute description [6] are given in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Attributes of User Knowledge Modelling Dataset 

Attributes Description 

STG The degree of study time for goal object materials 

SCG The degree of repetition number of user for goal object materails 

STR The degree of study time of user for related objects with goal object 

LPR The exam performance of user for related objects with goal object 

PEG The exam performance of user for goal objects 

UNS The knowledge level of user) - Target Attribute 
 

3.2 Preprocessing 
Today, most of the data in the real world are incomplete containing aggregate, noisy and missing values. As the 

quality decision depends on quality mining which is based on quality data, pre-processing becomes a very 

important tasks to be done before performing any mining process .Major tasks in data pre-processing are data 

cleaning, data integration, data transformation and data reduction. In this dataset data normalization is done 

before applying classification algorithms [1]. 
 

3.3 Classification Algorithms  
For conducting this analysis five classifiers were namely Random Tree classifier, J48, REP Tree (ID3),  Naive 

Bayes and  IBK algorithm. 
 

3.4 Rnd Tree (Random Tree) 
Random forests are an ensemble learning method for classification, regression and other tasks, that operate by 

constructing a multitude of decision trees at training time and outputting the class that is the mode of the classes 

(classification) or mean prediction (regression) of the individual trees. Random forests correct for decision trees' 

habit ofoverfitting to their training set.The algorithm for inducing a random forest was developed by Leo 

Breiman and Adele Cutler, and "Random Forests" is their trademark.  
 

3.5 J48  
J48  is an algorithm used to generate a decision tree developed by Ross Quinlan. J 48 is a jave version of the 

C4.5  algorithm. The decision trees generated by J 48 can be used for classification, and for this reason, J48  is 

often referred to as a statistical classifier[7]. 
 

3.6 REP Tree (ID3 algorithm) 
ID3 algorithm begins with the original set as the root node. On each iteration of the algorithm, it iterates   

through every unused attribute of the set and calculates the entropy (or information gain IG(A)) of that attribute. 

Then selects the attribute which has the smallest entropy (or largest information gain) value[7]. 
 

3.7 Naive Bayes 
In machine learning, naive Bayes classifiers are a family of simple probabilistic classifiers based on 

applying Bayes' theorem with strong (naive) independence assumptions between the features.Naive Bayes has 

been studied extensively since the 1950s. It was introduced under a different name into the text 
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retrieval community in the early 1960s and remains a popular (baseline) method for text categorization, the 

problem of judging documents as belonging to one category or the other (such as spam or legitimate, sports or 

politics, etc.) with word frequencies as the features[7].  
 

3.8 IBK (K-Nearest Neighbor): 
K-Nearest Neighbor classifier that uses that same distance metric for classification. It is an instance based 

classifier in which the class of the test instance is based on the class of those training instances similar to it as 

determined by the similarity function based on distance. This algorithm uses normalized distances for all 

attributes. An object is classified by a majority vote of its neighbor, with the object being assigned to the class 

most common among its K nearest neighbors. 

Table 2.  Results of the Various Classifiers 

Classifier Accuracy Precision Recall 

Rnd 100% 100% 100% 

J48 98.8% 98.8% 98.8% 

REP Tree 95.7% 96.1% 95.7% 

Naive Bayes 89.5% 90.1% 89.5% 

IBK 100% 100% 100% 

 
 

IV. RESULTS 
 

Student Knowledge Modelling Dataset is taken from UCI Machine Learning Repository which is created by 

Hamdi Tolga Kahraman, Ilhami Colak, Seref Sagiroglu   consist of 403 with 6 attributes (5-input attributes,1-

target attribute) and are listed in Table 1. This dataset is loaded into the WEKA data mining tool after 

preprocessing. Then 5 classification algorithms namely REP Tree , J48, Naïve Bayes,  IBK and Random tree  

are applied. The results of these 5 classification algorithms are depicted in Table 2. The results portrayed exhibit 

accuracy, precision and recall. The performance of all these classifiers is analyzed based on the accuracy to 

predict the best classifier. Here, IBK an instance based classifier and Random tree an ensemble classifier have 

been identified as a best classifier for this knowledge modelling dataset as they classified with an accuracy of 

100%. The algorithm and sample rules for the best classifier Random Tree is given below. 
 

4.1 Pseudo for Random Tree Algorithm 
1: For 1 to N do (N -Number of records in User Knowledge Modelling dataset D) 

2: Select ‘m’ input attributes at random from the ‘n’ total number of attributes in dataset D 

3: Find the best spilt point among the ‘m’ attributes according to a purity measure based on Gini index.     

  
 4: Spilt the node into two different nodes on the basis of split point. 

 5: Repeat the above steps for different set of records to construct possible decision trees. 
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 6: Ensemble all constructed trees into single forest for classifying student knowledge about the particular 

subject.  

4.2 Sample Rnd Tree Classifier Rules 

                                           

PEG <= 0.35 

|   PEG <= 0.13 

|   |   LPR <= 0.62: very_low  

|   |   LPR > 0.62 

|   |   |   PEG <= 0.09 

|   |   |   |   STG <= 0.17: Low  

|   |   |   |   STG > 0.17: very_low  

|   |   |   PEG > 0.09: Low  

  

PEG > 0.35 

|   PEG <= 0.67 

|   |   LPR <= 0.83: Middle  

|   |   LPR > 0.83: High  

|   PEG > 0.67: High  

  

 
    Fig 2. Accuracy, Precision and Recall of Random tree Classifier Algorithms 

Performance analysis in terms of accuracy, precision and recall of the random tree classifier is depicted Fig. 2. 

 4.2.1 Accuracy 

Accuracy of a classifier was defined as the percentage of the dataset correctly classified by the method.  

 

 
4.2.2 Recall 

Recall of the classifier was defined as the percentage of errors correctly predicted out of all the errors that 

actually occurred. 
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4.2.3 Precision 

Precision of the classifier was defined as the percentage of the actual errors among all the encounters that were 

classified as errors. 

 
 

V. CONCLUSION 
 

Student knowledge level prediction helps us to identify the learning behaviour of students as well as  for 

acquiring the potential knowledge level of student on particular domain interest. After analyzing various 

classifiers the Random tree classification algorithm is considered as a best classifier for predicting students 

knowledge level as  it  produced 100% accuracy for this user knowledge modelling  dataset. 
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ABSTRACT 
This paper is based on mobile ad hoc network (MANET). As it is seen there is a rapid change in the technology 

or technology will increase , diverse sensing and mobility capacities has become available to the devices and 

consequently the mobile ad hoc network (MANET) are used to perform so many important task related to it. In 

this paper the proposed work related with the power or energy of node wills efficiently used with the dynamic 

path algorithm which is named as EESRDA (Energy Efficient source Routing Using Dynamic Algorithm). The 

node above minimum battery power will not include in the shortest path routing. This will increase the life of the 

network. In this project work we use dynamic source routing protocol by which we can find out the shortest path 

among the different node. The energy efficient metric which will use to manage the power consumption. In our 

work we mention the number of node with their battery power, path, distance, and connectivity with each other. 

As we find the shortest path and particular network is used many times the battery is being consumed. If battery 

power is below the minimum the particular will change and another shortest path used for the network for 

further communication. By doing this work we surely get the benefit of using the network connectivity for long 

time, which will give the maximum utilization of the network and the throughput. 
  

Keywords:  EESRDA, MANET, Dynamic Path, Shortest Path, Mobility 
 

I. INTRODUCTION  
 

MANET Stands for "Mobile Ad Hoc Network." A MANET is a type of Adhoc network that can change 

locations and configure itself on the fly. Because MANETS are mobile, they use wireless connections to 

connect to various networks. This can be a standard Wi-Fi connection, or another medium, such as a cellular or 

satellite transmission. 

Some MANETs are restricted to a local area of wireless devices (such as a group of laptop computers), while 

others may be connected to the Internet. For example, A VANET (Vehicular Ad Hoc Network), is a type of 

MANET that allows vehicles to communicate with roadside equipment. While the vehicles may not have a 

direct Internet connection, the wireless roadside equipment may be connected to the Internet, allowing data from 

the vehicles to be sent over the Internet. The vehicle data may be used to measure traffic conditions or keep 
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track of trucking fleets. Because of the dynamic nature of MANETs, they are typically not very secure, so it is 

important to be cautious what data is sent over a MANET. 

1.1 Applications of Manets 
1.1.1. Military Scenarios: MANET supports tactical network for military communications and automated 

battle fields. 

1.1.2.  Rescue Operations: It provides Disaster recovery, means replacement of fixed infrastructure network in 

case of environmental disaster. 

1.1.3.  Data Networks: MANET provides support to the network for the exchange of data between mobile 

devices. 

1.1.4. Device Networks: Device Networks supports the wireless connections between various mobile devices 

so that they can communicate. 

1.1.5. Free Internet Connection Sharing: It also allows us to share the internet with other mobile devices. 

1.1.6. Sensor Network: It consists of devices that have capability of sensing, computation and wireless 

networking. Wireless sensor network combines the power of all three Of them, like smoke detectors, 

electricity, gas and water meters. 
 

II. ROUTING 
 

In internetworking, the process of moving a packet of data from source to destination. Routing is usually 

performed by a dedicated device called a router. Routing is a key feature of the Internet because it enables 

messages to pass from one computer to another and eventually reach the target machine. Each intermediary 

computer performs routing by passing along the message to the next computer. Part of this process involves 

analyzing a routing table to determine the best path. 

Routing is often confused with bridging, which performs a similar function. The principal difference between 

the two is that bridging occurs at a lower level and is therefore more of a hardware function whereas routing 

occurs at a higher level where the software component is more important. And because routing occurs at a 

higher level, it can perform more complex analysis to determine the optimal path for the packet.  
 

III. ENERGY EFFICIENT ROUTING PROTOCOL  
 

Routing is one of the key issues in MANETs due to their highly dynamic and distributed nature. In particular, 

energy efficient routing may be the most important design criteria for MANETs since mobile nodes will be 

powered by batteries with limited capacity. Power failure of a mobile node not only affect the node itself but 

also its ability to forward packets on behalf of others and thus the overall network lifetime. For this reason, 

many research efforts have been devoted to developing energy aware routing protocols. 
 

3.1 Routing Protocols 
Routing is a very challenging task in mobile ad hoc networks. 

Ø Nodes Mobility and link failure/repair may cause frequent route changes. 

Ø Routing protocol must be distributed, with a minimal overhead.  
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IV. ROUTING PROTOCOLS CATEGORIES  

4.1 Proactive (Table-Driven) Routing Protocols 
With table-driven routing protocols, each node attempts to maintain consistent, up-to-date routing information to 

every other node in the network. This is done in response to changes in the network by having each node update 

its routing table and propagate the updates to its neighboring nodes. Thus, it is proactive in the sense that when a 

packet needs to be forwarded the route is already known and can be immediately used. As is the case for wired 

networks, the routing table is constructed using either link-state or distance vector algorithms containing a list of 

all the destinations, the next hop, and the number of hops to each destination. Many routing protocols including 

Destination-Sequenced Distance Vector (DSDV) and Fisheye State Routing (FSR) protocol belong to this 

category, and they differ in the number of routing tables manipulated and the methods used to exchange and 

maintain routing tables. 

 Ex: Destination Sequenced Distance Vector  Routing (DSDV), Link State Routing (LSR). 
 

4.2 Reactive (On-Demand) Protocols 
With on-demand driven routing, routes are discovered only when a source node desires them. Route discovery 

and route maintenance are two main procedures: The route discovery process involves sending route-request 

packets from a source to its neighbor nodes, which then forward the request to their neighbors, and so on. Once 

the route-request reaches the destination node, it responds by unicasting a route-reply packet back to the source 

node via the neighbor from which it first received the route-request. When the route-request reaches an 

intermediate node that has a sufficiently up-to-date route, it stops forwarding and sends a route-reply message 

back to the source. Once the route is established, some form of route maintenance process maintains it in each 

node’s internal data structure called a route-cache until the destination becomes inaccessible along the route. 

Ex: Dynamic Source Routing (DSR), Ad hoc On-demand Distance Vector routing (AODV)  
 

4.3 Hybrid Routing Protocols 
Hybrid Routing, commonly referred to as balanced-hybrid routing, is a combination of distance-vector routing, 

which works by sharing its knowledge of the entire network with its neighbors and link-state routing which 

works by having the routers tell every router on the network about its closest neighbors. 

Hybrid Routing is a third classification of routing algorithm. Hybrid routing protocols use distance-vectors for 

more accurate metrics to determine the best paths to destination networks, and report routing information only 

when there is a change in the topology of the network. Hybrid routing allows for rapid convergence but requires 

less processing power and memory as compared to link-state routing. 

Ex: Zone Routing Protocol (ZRP), Zone-based Hierarchical Link State (ZHLS)  
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V. RELATED RESEARCH WORK 
 

Most of the previous work on routing in wireless ad-hoc networks deals with the problem of finding and 

maintaining correct routes to the destination during mobility and changing topology. Shortest path algorithm is 

used in this strongly connected backbone network. 
 

5.1 Reactive Energy-Aware Routing 
With on-demand driven routing, routes are discovered only when a source node desires them. Route discovery 

and route maintenance are two main procedures: The route discovery process involves sending route-request 

packets from a source to its neighbor nodes, which then forward the request to their neighbors, and so on. Once 

the route-request reaches the destination node, it responds by uni-casting a route-reply packet back to the source 

node via the neighbor from which it first received the route-request. When the route-request reaches an 

intermediate node that has a sufficiently up-to-date route, it stops forwarding and sends a route-reply message 

back to the source. Once the route is established, some form of route maintenance process maintains it in each 

node's internal data structure called a route-cache until the destination becomes inaccessible along the route. 

Note that each node learns the routing paths as time passes not only as a source or an intermediate node but also 

as an overhearing neighbor node. In contrast to table-driven routing protocols, not all up-to-date routes are 

maintained at every node. Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) and Ad-Hoc On-Demand Distance Vector (AODV) 

are examples of on-demand driven protocols 
 

5.2 DSR Protocol 
Through the dynamic source protocol has many advantages it does have some drawback, which limits its 

performance in certain scenarios. The various drawbacks of DSR are as follows:- DSR does not support 

multicasting. The data packet header in DSR consists of all the intermediate route address along with source and 

destination, thereby decreasing the throughput. DSR sends route reply packets through all routes from where the 

route request packets came. This increases the available multiple paths for source but at the same time increases 

the routing packet load of the network. Current specification of DSR does not contain any mechanism for route 

entry invalidation or route prioritization when faced with a choice of multiple routes. This leads to stale cache 

entries particularly in high mobility it first received the route-request. When the route-request reaches an 

intermediate node that has a sufficiently up-to-date route, it stops forwarding and sends a route-reply message 

back to the source. Once the route is established, some form of route maintenance process maintains it in each 

node's internal data structure called a route-cache until the destination becomes inaccessible along the route. 

Note that each node learns the routing paths as time passes not only as a source or an intermediate node but also 

as an overhearing neighbor node. In contrast to table-driven routing protocols, not all up-to-date routes are 

maintained at every node. Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) and Ad-Hoc On-Demand Distance Vector (AODV) 

are examples of on-demand driven protocols 
 

VI. GOAL OF PROJECT 
 

Develop a protocol such that 

Ø Reduce and balance the energy consumption of whole communication system 

Ø Increase lifetime of nodes/network until partition 

Ø Increase the delivery rate of packets 
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VII. ENERGY EFFICIENT ROUTING METRICS 
 

There are three important metrics in power aware routing: 

§ Minimal Energy Consumption per Packet 

§ Maximize Network Connectivity 

§ Minimum Variance in Node Power Level 
 

VIII. PROPOSED SCHEME 

8.1 Energy Efficient Source Routing Protocol 
§ EESR works in a similar manner with DSR, a well-known on demand routing protocol. 

§ We concentrate on issues of reducing power consumption in transmission mode. There are two ways to 

achieve this: 

1. Using a proper route and proper power to transmit.  

2. Reducing routing overhead. 
 

IX. Cost Metric of EESR 
 

n EESR  finds a route at route discovery time t such that the following cost function is minimized 

 

 

Where the power cost metric is defined by 

 

 

 

§ dij is distance between two nodes i and j. 

§ Fj full battery capacity of node j,  

§ Rj(t)     remaining battery capacity of node j at time t  and  

§ α is a weighting factor  
 

X. ENERGY EFFICIENT SOURCE ROUTING PROTOCOL 
 

§ Instead of using maximum power to transmit all the time, the EESR adjusts the transmission power 

according to received signal strength. 

Received Signal 

Strength 

Used transmission Power Region 

Pr1< Pr <= Pr2 Pt1 = Ptxmax 1 

Pr2< Pr <= Pr3 Pt2 = Pt1 –(Pr2 – Pr1 ) + P 2 

Pr3< Pr <= Pr4 Pt3 = Pt1 –(Pr3 – Pr1 ) + P 3 

Pr4< Pr <= Pr5 Pt4 = Pt1 –(Pr4 – Pr1 ) + P 4 

Pr5< Pr Pt5 = Pt1 –(Pr5 – Pr1 ) + P 5 
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XI. ROUTE DISCOVERY ALGORITHM 
 

a) The Source node initiates the connection by flooding RREQ’s to the neighbors and  also sets the Cost (Ns) 

= 0 before sending the request      

b) Every intermediate node Ni which are have energy greater than   threshold Te, only forwards request to  

neighbors Nj within its range.   

c) On receiving the RREQ every intermediate node starts a timer Tr, computes metric and cost of the path 

Cost (Nj) = Cost (Ni) +metric(Ni, Nj) as mini-cost.  

d) If additional RREQ’s arrive with same destination and sequence number within time and the cost of the 

newly arrived RREQ packet has a lower cost than min cost is changed to this new value, and the new 

RREQ packet is forwarded otherwise RREQ packet is discarded. 

e) Tx-power is also added to RREQ packet, which is computed using received signal strength. 

f) The destination waits Tr of seconds after the first RREQ packet arrives. The destination examined the cost 

of the route of every arrived RREQ packet. When the timer Tr expires the destination  selects the route with 

minimum  cost 

g) If two or more paths same cost value, the one received first is preferred. Then the destination initiates route 

reply packet sends it to the source along the reverse path.  

h) Every node which is in route reply (route request) adds this route and the value of needed transmission 

power to its neighbor in its cache table. 
 

XII. ROUTE MAINTENANCE 
 

Route maintenance is needed for two reasons: 

1. Mobility: Connections between some nodes on the path are lost due to their movement. 

2. Energy Depletion: The energy resources of some nodes on the path may be depleting too quickly. 
 

XIII. IMPROVEMENTS OF EESR OVER DSR 
 

· EESR applies an energy threshold in route discovery. 

· New path cost function is used in route selection.  

· The transmission power is controlled to the minimum level that packets can be correctly received. 
 

XIV. SIMULATION MODEL 
 

n The maximum transmission power as 281mW (24.45dBm) and calculated the received power levels by using 

equation for different distances of 250, 200, 150, 100 and 50 and set to Pr1….Pr5. 

RECEIVED SIGNAL USED TRANSMISSION 

POWER 

P 

-64.46< PR <= -62.52  PT1 = 24.45DBM  - 

-62.52< PR <= -60.02  PT2 = 22.71DBM  0.2 DBM 

-60.02< PR <= -56.50  PT3 = 20.26DBM  0.25 DBM 

-56.50< PR <= -50.48  PT4 = 16.79DBM  0.3 DBM 

-50.48< PR  PT5 = 10.97DBM  0.5 DBM 
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XV. SIMULATION RESULT

 

 

XVI. ANALYSIS 
 

The simulation results show that, EESR-AT and EESR-CT Have 

· 10 % ~30 % more remaining power than DSR. 

· 20 % ~ 50 % lower SDE  

· Packet delivery rate about 5% ~15 % higher than DSR. 

It proves that the route strategy of EESR leads to more balanced energy consumption, and consequently 

increases nodes life time as well as network life time.  
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XVII. CONCLUSIONS 
 

The DSR does not consider the power consumption issue. It finds the route with minimum hops. Such a routing 

strategy makes nodes run out of their energy very fast.  Packet delivery rates also less. We have compared the 

performance of our protocol EESR with DSR. Based on the comparative study we found that EESR is more 

efficient than DSR with respect to network lifetime and packet delivery rate. 
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